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City Council lets go of
Robertson Rd. property

Murray, KY 42071
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council voted Thursday to abandon previous
plans to purchase the land near the corner of Robertson and Squire
roads for a new fire station.
The council voted on Oct. 24 to purchase the property for a new fire
station to shorten the fire department's response times in the southwest part of town. David Buckingham, attorney for property owner
Mildred Newton,asked council members at their Nov. 14 meeting to
reverse their decision, stating that Newton had second thoughts about
selling the land after the initial agreement.
Mayor Bill Wells recommended to the council at Tuesday's meeting that the city no longer pursue the property, stating that Newton
had not shown up to the meeting to close on the sale. Councilman
Robert Billington Jr. agreed and moved to not purchase the property.
Dan Miller seconded the motion, and it was unanimously approved
by the council. The motion also directed City Attorney Warren
Hopkins to try to recoup the city's costs associated with the attempted land deal, which included surveying and attorney's fees.
The council unanimously approved a $45,820 bid from Krieb
Concrete Construction in Almo for improvements to sidewalks on
North 15th, Main and Hughes streets. The improvements will make
the handicap parking spaces and crosswalks on North 15 Street on
Murray State University's campus compliant with the Americans
with Disabilities Act, which will include adding ramps to the sidewalks at each crosswalk. Projects Administrator Peyton Mastera said
the number of crosswalks on North 15th Street would be lowered
from the previous five to three, and that "crosswalk islands" containing landscaping would be constructed. He said these structures would
give pedestrians a few extra feet of walking space before they step
into traffic.
In other business:
• The council passed the second readings of ordinances amending
the annual budget to increase the annual salaries of certified police
officers, firefighters, and dispatchers and to. increase the starting
hourly wage of police officers and firefighters.
• The council approved a recommendation from the Planning
Commission to rezone a 5.155-acre tract of land located to the east of
506 Industrial Road. An ordinance will be drafted and put forward at
a later meeting.
• Ernie O'Bryan, superintendent for the Natural Gas Department,
said the Kentucky Public Service Commission recently inspected the
department and gave it very high marks. Wells said the inspector had
said he didn't normally issue any additional comments, but wrote that
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Annual Kappa
Tour of Homes
scheduled for
Sunday,Dec.8
By JAMIE HELTON
Special to the Ledger

JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN: John Adams of Murray Lumber pilots a forklift as it removes the Santa House from the bed of a truck Tuesday morning in downtown
Murray in preparation for Santa's upcoming arrival. The house will be used by Santa Claus
starting this weekend on the court square.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
host its 33rd Annual Holiday
Tour of Homes on Sunday.
December 8, from 1-4 pm.
Tickets are $10 and can be purchased from any Kappa member, Gate 28, the Chamber of
Commerce, and at the homes
the day of the tour.
This year's tour promises
four wonderful homes all
decked out for the holidays.
Proceeds from the tour will go
to charitable organizations
identified by the homeowners:
Wounded Warriors (Dustin and

II See Page 3A

•See Page 3A

Ledger & Times holiday hours announced
The Murray Ledger & Times office will close at noon on
Wednesday, Nov. 27. A newspaper will not be published on
Thanksgiving Day.
The Ledger & Times will resume its normal deadlines and
publishing schedule on Friday, Nov. 29.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 32. North northwest
wind 10 to 15 mph, with gusts
as high as 25 mph
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 19.

Murray
& Calaway County's
Hometown Newspaper

North northwest wind 5 to 9
mph becoming calm after midnight.
Thanksgiving Day: Sunny,
with a high near 40. Calm wind
becoming west southwest
around 5 mph in the morning.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 26.
South wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday: Sunny with a high
near 47. South wind 3 to 5
mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 28. South
southeast wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 49. South
wind 5 to 8 mph
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 34.
South wind 5 to 8 mph.
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New CFO debuts with positive MCCH financial report
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
New Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Chief Financial Officer Dirk Morgan probably could not have asked for a better debut
Tuesday while presenting the monthly numbers to the MCCH Board of TrustEes
Finance Committee.
Twenty-four days into his tenure, Morgan

•See Page 3A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County
residents will have an alternative Friday to searching for
parking spots in crowded shopping center lots the day after
Thanksgiving.
Bjarne Hansen, executive
director of the
Murray
Calloway Transit Authority
said the service will offer a
Black Friday schedule on an
on-demand basis. Hansen said
MCTA will operate that schedule from 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"We haven't done this in the
past three or four years so

•See Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Vans await their call to service under a shelter Tuesday at the Murray Calloway Transit
Authority office. It will be vans that supply transportation Friday as MCTA runs an on-demand
to accommodate holiday shoppers. For the service, call 753-9725
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Pre-Lit Twinkling
Potted Tree

also pointed out that October was a month
when many physicians were accompanying
families for the annual fall breaks of both
the Murray Independent and Calloway
County school districts.
Of particular strength was MCCH's laboratory, which finished October with 28354
procedures, or 253 above budget. CT scans

MCTA will Vans offer alternative to crowded parking lots
bring back
Black Friday
travel service

4A
7-8A

was able to able to deliver a much more positive report than the one given last month.
"I don't mean to put pressure on you
Dirk," said Finance Committee Chairman
Kenny Darnell jokingly,"but we expect this
kind of report every month."
The October report's numbers were a
sharp improvement from September's, with
most volume statistics falling at or very
close to budget. MCCH CEO Jerry. Penner
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•Annual Tour of Homes...
spectacular home for the holidays.

From Front
Adrianne Rogers and Neal and
Cindy Lewis), Merryman House
(Josh Adair), ALS (Jim and
Terri Pickens).

Josh Adair
1617 Main Street

Dorinda Craig photos

••••

Jim and Terri Pickens
59 Saratoga Drive
(Saratoga South)
On a beautifully landscaped
Josh Adair
lot in Saratoga South is the
1617 Main Street
The search was over when home of Jim and Terri Pickens.
Josh Adair found this 1915 bun- The Pickenses moved in this
galow upon his arrival in year and are looking forward to
Murray five years ago to teach the holidays when they and their
in the English Department at Scottie, Allie, will welcome
Murray State. Josh saw past the guests. This is a home for enterbright colors, plain light fixtures taining, and Tern has replaced a
and run-down condition. Then
dining table in the kitchen with
working original features such
two snappy red leather chairs to
as two fireplaces, wood floors
create
a lounge area. Terri
and French doors, he transformed the house into a unified prefers warm earthy colors and
and collected home that is a was pleased that furnishings
feast for the eye. His parents are from their previous house
antique dealers, and his moth- worked perfectly in this home
er's.love of the hunt has netted which includes Jim's greathim wonderful gifts like antique grandmother's stairwell clock
French Santos figures. His and a great-aunt's harpsichord
Antique English Country style made into a desk in the study.
can even be found in the kitchen
The star of the show is the outwith British wallpaper and a
door entertaining space which
cupboard his mother salvaged
fully-equipped
a
from a university's chemistry includes
lab. Josh repurposed canvas kitchen and gorgeous pool
drop cloths for curtains, bed- which Jim and Terri say is the
ding, and upholstery that con- reason they purchased this
tribute to an overall mellow home. Two fire sources allow
patina, and he has used Annie the Pickenses to enjoy this space
Sloan chalk paint to transform even in cooler temperatures.
several furniture pieces and a There will be Christmas trees
new mantel in the living room galore both inside and out, and
which blend beautifully with the
family and friends will certainly
antiques. Filled with fresh pine,
enjoy the holidays outdoors
wreaths and trees, this restored
whenever weather permits.
be
treasure on Main Street will
dressed for the holiday festiviNeal and Cindy Lewis
ties.
••..
60 Chad Wayne Drive
(Saratoga South)
Dustin and Adrianne
Rogers
Also in Saratoga South is the
103 Legacy (Saratoga
impressive home of Neal and
North)
Cindy Lewis who have lived in
It was love at first sight when many places and owned six
Dustin and Adrianne Rogers homes before their arrival in
spotted a new construction cotMurray in 2011. This home has
tage-style home in Saratoga
open floor plan they wanted
the
Peyton,
North. Along with son,
is painted in the soft cool
and
they moved into the home in
Cindy loves. Wroughtcolors
March of 2013 and will celeused on the exterior is
trim
iron
brate their first Christmas there
this year. Adrianne describes her repeated inside on the stairway
style as cottage chic/contempo- banister, and the Lewises added
rary. Her neutral color palette of a detached workshop perfectly
gray, ivory, and white along replicating the home's exterior.
with sun-bleached griege finish- Neal, an Industrial Engineer,
es and reclaimed wood furniture and Cindy, an Aerospace engipieces gives the home a youthneer, share a study large enough
ful and fresh look. A talent for
two and have on display
for
display and staging of her retail
of planes they have
models
store. Gate 28, is also evident in
Cindy's love for scidesigned.
her home. Furniture pieces used
is evident at
fiction
ence
in her store can be found in her
home, and she does have furni- Christmas when she brings out
ture for sale in the store. her Star Wars and Star Trek
Adrianne satisfies her love of ornaments along with an ornabold color in a vibrant guest ment collection from the White
room and also with fun original House Historical Society. The
paintings of their two beloved Lewis' son and daughter did not
dogs. The kitchen is a stunner
make the move to Murray but
with custom gray-stained cabihave bedrooms ready for
they
netry that pairs beautifully with
visit, and this
a stainless steel farmhouse sink them when they
out and
decked
be
will
home
to reflect her cottage chic/confriends
and
family
all
for
ready
temporary style. Adrianne's talseason.
the
enjoy
to
a
this
make
will
display
ent for

Photo provided
ROTARY LENDS A HAND: From left, Bonnie Higginson, disaster relief coordinator for the Murray Rotary Club, presented
a check for $425 to Murray State University senior Anna
Tignor, whose family lost their home during last week's tornado outbreak in Southern Illinois. Higginson said Rotary is
grateful for the community donations received for the victims.

•MOCK..

Dustin and Adrianne Rogers
103 Legacy (Saratoga North)

I
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Jim and Terri Pickens
59 Saratoga Drive (Saratoga South)

Neal and Cindy Lewis
60 Chad Wayne Drive (Saratoga South)
tional ride so we're hoping people will take advantage of this."
Hansen said MCTA will not
From Front
run regular bus routes Friday,
we're excited to see how this is just the on-demand. He said a
going to go." Hansen said skeleton crew will man the fleet,
Tuesday, explaining the on- which will only include the
demand format. "This is where MCTA vans, not the larger units
people can pre-schedule their of the service.
Friday is known as "Black
rides to shopping venues
throughout Murray and this Friday" because it is traditionalapplies for all of our customers, ly recognized as the busiest
shopping day of the Christmas
including Medicaid patients.
"In our board meeting two season. It was decided in the
months ago, we decided to November meeting of the
incorporate new Friday rates($2 MCTA board to test the Black
for riders inside the Murray city Friday shift.
Hansen said a staff for
limits, $5 or $7 for residents of
the county, depending on loca- Friday's shift is already in place.
tion) and those will apply here. and final planning will be comIt also will be $1 for each addi- pleted Wednesday.

•MCTA...

Town Crier
• The Murray Human
Commission
Rights
Committee on Poverty will
meet at noon Saturday, Nov.
30, at 15 Queensway Drive
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

arrived in 2011. It actually rose
four days in the September
and MRI exams also were sig- report, but was overshadowed
nificantly up, which Morgan by the overall poor numbers.
said was important because
"That shows how solvent you
those are both high reimburse- are, so
absolutely, I'm very
ment areas.
pleased with that number,"
"We had a very strong
month," Morgan said, empha- Penner said.
Penner said he had been consizing MCCH's case mix of
1.31. Case mix refers to the type cerned that October would bring
or mix of patients treated by a similar results to September.
based mainly on the vacation
hospital or unit.
"That's the highest it's been in schedules. While that did not
a while and what's important happen. Morgan warned the
there is that for every 0.1 of board members that there is a
that, you're talking about chance November numbers
$100,000 in reimbursements for could drop.
us," Morgan said."We also had
"That's because we're only
continued expense reduction, going to have 20 working days
plus we had low employee benin that month so those numbers
efits use this time; we had been
be a little tough," he said.
could
averaging about 40 percent and,
this time, we were at 34. It was "Still, though, we've gotten off
to a good start (to the 2014 fisa low-claims month."
cal year) with the October numhand
on
In addition, days cash
for MCCH is now at I 1 1 days, bers, so we can feel good about
its highest level since Penner that."

From Front

•City Council...
From Front
the department's techno,logy was
second to none and that the customers are well-served.
• Sanitation Superintendent Don
the
announced
Rogers
Thanksgiving week schedule for
trash pickup. He said Thursday
customers would have their pickup on Wednesday, Wednesday
customers could get an early pick-

Correction
Teague's age corrected by Kentucky State Police
Due to incorrect information
provided by the Kentucky
State Police, a story about a
fatality accident in Tuesday's
Ledger & Times incorrectly
listed the age of Tony C.
Teague of Paris, Tenn.
According to the KSP,
Teague's correct age should

have been listed as 46 years
old.
— ——
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or error,
call 753-1916.

artist
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Strappedfor holiday dough?
The Murray Bank can help with a Christmas Club
Account. All you do is deposit a little each month and
leave the rest to us. We will pay you interest and when
the holidays roll around next year, we'll send you a
check. Easy as pie. Open yours today!

Alioacle in a Mango'
Wed., Dec. Itth — Sun., Dec. 8th, 204:
Presentations begin each night at 6:30 pm
Doors Open at 6:00 pm

(

First Baptist Church
8th 8 South Streets. Magfield. KY

The
Murray Bank

Call for Free Tickets.
(270)247-2929
Beginning November latit.
from 1000 atn-200

How Banking Should Be
405 S. 12th St. & 703 N. 12th St.
Murray,KY 42071
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com
Me

up and Friday customers will have
their trash picked up on Monday.
• Earlier in the evening, the
Public Safety Committee discussed a proposed new traffic and
parking ordinance. No action wa&.
taken, and the committee will discuss the issue more on Dec. 12.
• The council recognized
Murray High School Football
Coach Mike Duncan for his
team's achievements this season.
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Beth Ann Hooks Boggess
Funeral SerN ices for Mrs. Beth Ann Hooks Boggess, 47, of
Murray, Ky., will be held Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2013, at 11 a.m. at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with the Rev. Phillip Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in the Salem Baptist Church
Cemetery. Visitation was held from 4-8 p.m.
Tuesday. Nov. 26,2013,at the funeral home
Mrs. Boggess went to be with the Lord Sunday,
Nov. 24, 2013.
Mrs. Boggess was born Oct. 22, 1966, in
Calloway County to the late Robert "Sonny"
Hooks and Linnie Bogard Hooks. She was a former employee of Bnggs and Stratton, a member of
the Kirksey Baptist Church, and attended the
Salem Baptist Church. She was a 1984 graduate of
Rosiass
Calloway County High School.
She is survived by her husband, Ricky Boggess,
of Murray, to whom she was married May 29, 1999, in Aurora; one
son, Brady Boggess, of Murray; her mother, Linnie Bogard Hooks,
of Murray; sister, Debbi Rogers and husband. Frankie, of Murray;
father-in-law and mother-in-law. Joe and Fay Boggess, of Murray;
four nephews, Cody Wyatt,of Huntsville, Ala., Denham Rogers, of
Murray, Cohen Rogers, of Murray, and Riot Boggess, of Murray;
and several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Kentucky Chapter of
Multiple Sclerosis Society, 1201 Story Ave., Suite 200, Louisville,
KY 40206.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Some Kentucldans Acreage reporting
deadlines announced
will get to keep
current coverage

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) of
280,000
the
Some
Kentuckians whose insurance
policies don't comply with the
Affordable Care Act will be
able to keep their plans, at least
for another year.
Insurance
Kentucky
Commissioner Sharon Clark
told lawmakers Tuesday that
three major insurance companies - Humana, United
Healthcare and Assurant have chosen to extend existing
policies.
Clark said she didn't know
how many people that would
affect.
About 130,000 Kentuckians
have individual policies that
don't comply with the federal
health care reforms. Another
150,000 people are enrolled in
group policies that don't
small
of
more
or
one
of
length
The number of times published or the
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger conform. All were on track to
& Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or have their existing policies disPresident
until
continued
space.
Barack Obama granted a potential reprieve earlier this month.
Facing intense political pressure. Obama announced Nov.
14 that insurance companies
could continue offering existing
polices for another year even if
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) husband again.
they don't meet minimum stanThe Albaharis, who live in dards of the law.
- The first snow of the season
brought a touch of white to Fort Clarksville,Tenn.,said they didn't
Clark, testifying before the
Campbell as 512 soldiers from the have plans to go anywhere for the Joint Banking and Insurance
4th Brigade Combat Team, 101st holiday.
Committee, said two of
The 4th Brigade Combat Team,
Airborne Division (Air Assault)
Kentucky's biggest insurers returned to the military post after a 101st Airborne Division is one of Anthem and Bluegrass Family
in 10 bngade combat teams that the
deployment
six-month
Health - opted not to continue
Army will shut down between
Afghanistan.
existing policies.
to
The soldiers were among the now and 2015.
Sen. Tom Buford, the
State
4th
the
of
The inactivation
last of the Currahees to return to
who
the sprawling military post on the Brigade Combat Team, which Nicholasville Republican
said
committee,
the
co-chairs
Kentucky-Tennessee state line. became famous as the "Band of
contheir
and
lawmakers
many
historian
by
book
a
in
Brothers"
the
in
waited
Family members
cold to greet the soldiers on Stephen Ambrose and a subse- stituents have been frustrated by
Monday, just days before quent HBO miniseries produced
by Steven Spielberg and Tom
Thanksgiving.
Capt. Samuel Albahari's wife of Hanks. is set to take place in the
two-and-a-half years, Sherelle spring, but no official date has
Albahan, was shocked to see her been set.

101st soldiers return from
Afghanistan deployment

Calloway County Grand Jury
grams of Cocaine
STAFF REPORT
• John Fulcher, 46, Saunders Trace.
A Calloway County grand jury
Spring Hill. Tenn Theft by Failure to
returned the following indict- Make Required Disposition of Property
ments during deliberations this $10,000 or More.
month. Some indictments may
• Deborah Taylor. 48, Second Street,
remain sealed by the court until Almo Theft by Unlawful Taking (less
individuals have been served. An than $10.000).
• Chad Hughes, 30, Fleetwood
indictment means the jury has
Circle, Murray: Promoting Contraband,
determined there is evidence to 1st Degree
proceed with charges, but does not
• Lawarren Todd, 39, South Eighth
indicate guilt. All persons indicted Street, Murray Promoting Contraband.
1st Degree
are innocent until proven guilty.
••••
• Laura Hall. 30, State Route 94,
Murray. Cnminal Abuse. 1st Degree • Cassidy Maynard, 40. West
Child 12 or Under.
Broadway, Mayfield - Flagrant Non
• Stewart A. Odum. 40, Main Street,
Support.
Murray Arson, 1st Degree, Attempted
• Alan Woodard. 56. Watson Road.
Arson. 1st Degree: two counts Use of
Murray Flagrant Non Support.
Weapon of Mass Destruction. 3rd
• Nichoie E Burroughs, 20, Peggy
Degree
Ann Drive, Murray Theft of Property
• Tiffany Jones. 28, South Perkins
Lost/Mislaid/Delivered by Mistake,
Road. Memphis, Tenn.. Two counts
• Inga Streit, 38, Calloway County
Complicity to Kidnapping - Adult
Jail. Murray Theft of Services.
• Patnck William Thornton. 33, Complicity to Kidnapping - Minor;
Complicity to Assault, 1st Degree;
Fairtane Drive, Murray: Sodomy 3rd
Complicity to Robbery, 1st Degree.
Degree
Complicity to Burglary, 1st Degree;
• Erik M Jewell, 36, Sycamore
Engaging in Organized Crime Street, Murray: Making a False
Cnrninal Syndicate
Statement to Obtain Increase of
Tammy N Walls. 40. Spruce Street,
Benefits over $100.
Murray: Two counts Facilitation to
• Kerry L Thomas. 42, Backusburg
Kidnapping - Adult Facilitation to
Road. Kirksey. Sexual Abuse, 1st
Kidnapping - Minor, Facilitation to
Degree, Victim Under 12 Years of Age
Assault, 1st Degree: Facilitation to
• Johnny Blanton, 44, Spruce Street,
Robbery, 1st Degree, Facilitation to
Murray • Two counts Trafficking in a
Burglary. 1st Degree. Engaging in
Controlled Substance. 1st Degree. 2nd
Offense, less than 4 grams of Cocaine, Organized Crime-Criminal Syndicate,
Unlawful Transaction with a Minor. 2nd
Trafficking in a Controlled Substance.
Degree.
1st Degree. 1st Offense, greater than
• Tyrone Williams. 31, Calloway
or equal to 4 gr 3MS of Cocaine
County Jail. Murray Engaging in
• Kara Blanton, 33. Spruce Street
Organized Cnme-Criminal Syndicate
Murray • Trafficking in a Controlled
• Rodney Butter. 25, Calloway
Substance, 1st Degree. 1st Offense.
County Jail, Murray: Engaging in
greater than or equal to 4 grams of
Organized Crime-Criminal Syndicate
Cocaine.
• Amy L Ross, 31. Jeffery Cemetery
• Keith Bomar. 33, Bell Road,
Lane, Dexter. Buy/Possession Drug
Antioch, Tenn Two counts Trafficking
Manufacturing
Paraphernalia.
in a Controlled Substance, 1st Degree.
Metharnphetamine. 1st Offense.
1st Offense, greater than or equal to 4

Murray

apply to the above acreage
Special to the Lodger
USDA Farm reporting dates:
Kentucky
- If the crop has not been
Service Agency (FSA)State
by the above acreage
the gawky implementation of
planted
Executive Director John W.
date, then the acreage
the health care reforms,and that
prothat
reporting
announced
McCauley
stripping
provision
the
ducers now have until Jan. 15, must be reported no later than
Kentuckians of their existing
2014,to report crops that have a 15 calendar days after planting
plans has exacerbated that.
Nov. 15,2013,or Dec. 15,2013, is completed.
'I think this is a program to'
reporting deadline without pay- If a producer acquires addi•
get the uninsured insured and
ing a late-file fee. Crops under tional acreage after the abo‘e
the insures uninsured," Buford
this waiver include wheat and acreage reporting date, then the
said, earning chortles from his
native and improved grasses acreage must be reported nc
GOP colleagues at the commitintended for grazing or haying. later than 30 calendar days aftet
tee meeting Tuesday morning.
The Risk Management Agency purchase or acquiring the lease
Gov. Steve Beshear said the
(RMA)did not grant a waiver, Appropriate
documentation
decision about whether to honor
so producers need to consult must be provided to the county
existing policies that didn't
their crop insurance agent for offite.
meet requirements of the health
deadlines for insured crops.
- If a perennial forage crop is
care reforms was left to insur"In order to comply with FSA
with the intended use
reported
ance companies because they
program eligibility requireonly," "green
"cover
of
had already invested heavily
ments, all producers are encourmanure," "left
standing," or
into developing new coverage
aged to visit your county FSA
acreage
the
must be
then
"seed,"
plans that do meet the requireoffice to file an accurate crop
15.
July
by
reported
ments of the Affordable Care
applithe
by
certification report
According to McCauley
Act.
cable deadline," said McCauley.
Kentucky has been receiving
Crop Disastei
Noninsured
The following acreage reportgood reviews for its handling of
Program
(NAP) poliAssistance
ing dates are applicable for
the health care changes so far.
cy holders should note that the
Kentucky:
More than 400,000 people have
- Dec. 15, 2013: Barley-Gr. acreage reporting date for NAV
completed pre-screenings for
Canola(FAL),Oats(FAL), Rye, covered crops is the earlier of
medical coverage through the
the dates listed above or 15 calAnnual Rye Grass, Wheat
Benefit
Health
Kentucky
endar days before grazing or
- Jan. 2.2014: Honey
Exchange, Kentucky's online
- Jan. IS. 2014: Apples, harvesting of the crop begins.
insurance marketplace.
Caneberries,
Additionally, producers can
Blueberries,
As of last week, 45,622 peoCherries, Chestnuts, Grapes, purchase both NAP and RMA
ple have signed up for Medicaid
Peaches, Pears, Pecans, Plum, coverage for 2014 annual forage
coverage and 10,800 had
Rhubarb
crops. NAP coverage will not be
enrolled in insurance plans.
1.2014: Nursery
May
available for 2015 annual forage
Coverage is set to begin on Jan.
- May 31, 2014: Final date to crops.
report small grains planted
Late file fees will be assessed
Kentucky, which set up its
small grains for 2013 crops reported aftei
including
acreage,
own insurance eichange, has
planted on CRP acreage.
Sept. IS, 2013, and 2014 crops
avoided the widespread techni- July 15, 2014: Alfalfa, reported after Jan. IS. 2014.
cal glitches that have plagued
Broccoli.
Beets,
Beans,
For questions regarding crop
the federal system.
Canola-SPR. certification and crop loss
Cabbage,
executive
an
Beshear issued
Carrots.
Cantaloupe,
order last year calling for
reports, contact your local FSA
Corn,
Clover,
Cauliflower,
Kentucky to create its online
service center.
Cucumbers, Eggplant, Gourds,
marketplace where residents
USDA is an equal opportunity
Grass (FG,GZ), Greens, Herbs,
can shop for insurance coverand employer. To file a
provider
Lettuce, Mixed Forage. Oatsage. The state received more
of discrimination
complaint
SPR, Onions, Peas, Peppers,
than $250 million from the fedwrite: USDA, Office of the
Radish,
Pumpkins,
Potatoes,
eral government to set it up.
Sorghum, Soybeans, Squash, Assistant Secretary for Civil
Sunflowers, Rights, Office of Adjudication
Strawberries,
TEFF, 1400 Independence Ave., SW
Potatoes,
Sweet
Turnips, Washington. DC 20250-9410 oi
Tomatoes,
call (866)632-9992 (toll-free
Watermelons
service), (800) 877customer
- Sept. 30, 2014: Christmas
Trees, Crustaceans, Finfish, 8339 (local or federal relay), oi
(866) 377-8642 (relay voice
Flowers, Ginseng, Grass-Sod
County sentence when he
users).
exceptions
following
The
missing.
went
reportedly
Bill
Sheriff
County
Calloway
Marcum confirmed to the
Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Ledger & Times that deputies
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
from the Calloway sheriff's
be careful when you
office searched a residence on
begin your planting and
Pottertown Road Monday night
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
but did not locate Delk.
to have all utility lines
Marcum said that search was
marked in the area in which
conducted based on information
YOU will he digging.
provided by the Henry County
For more Information,
call Murray Natural Gas
office.
at 270-762-0336.
Marcum said it is his understanding that Delk was being
transferred to Kentucky on a
Graves County warrant.
Anyone with information as to
1001 Whitnell Ase.
Delk's whereabouts is asked to
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916
call the Calloway sheriff's
Fax 12701 753-1927
office at 753-3151, the Henry'
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
County sheriff's office at 731of
Closed Sat. & Sun.
642-1672 or the Graves County
Murray-Calloway
Sheriff's Office at 247-4501.
Alice Rouse, Publisher
County
ajrouse@murrayledgercom
Individuals facing charges are
Your 6ift ;Walters!
Greg Travis, Editor
innocent until proven guilty.

Calloway deputies assist in
search for Tennessee man
Staff Report
Authorities continued their
search Tuesday for a man who
away
walked
reportedly
Monday from a work detail on
the grounds of the Henry
County Jail in Paris. Tenn.,
while awaiting transport to
Kentucky.
According to the Paris PostIntelligencer, Charles J. Delk,
34, of Paris was waiting for
transport to a Kentucky facility
to face possession of anhydrous
ammonia charges. The PostIntelligencer reported that Delk
was observed during the work
detail then was noticed missing
about five minutes later.
Capt. Damon Lowe of the
Sheriff's
County
Henry
Department told the PostIntelligencer that Delk was
serving a two-year sentence for
felony vandalism and, ironically, had completed his Henry'
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American
Red Cross

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

INSURANCE

BB&T
Bank of +America.

Bristol Myers Squibb
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-23.66 - 0.08

31.28 • 0.09

Kroger

-35.02 + 0.15

Mattd
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McDonalds
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Merck
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Microsoft
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Santa Claus to visit Murray
:n the acreage
Santa Claus will be arriving at his house,
no later than [
7
3located on the North side of the courthouse lawn
in downtown Murray, on Friday, Nov. 29, to
after planting
visit with boys and girls. He will be there from
1-4 p.m. He will return to his house again on
acquires addiSaturday, Nov. 30,from 1-4 p.m. for more vister the above
its with children. Remember to bring cameras.
date, then the
reported nc
Datebook 'Surviving the Holidays'set
idar days aftei
Calloway County Chiropractic Spine and
Kale Dunn,
ring the lease
Rehab Center will host "Surviving the Holidays
Community
locumentation
Healthy and Stress Free!" on Thursday, Dec. 5,
editor
to the county
from 12-1 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce.
The seminar discussion will include how to avoid holiday weight
forage crop is
gain, boost-the immune system, and alleviate stress. Lunch will be
intended use
provided. Space is limited. To reserve a seat call 753-6100.
only," "green
Relay For Life pecan sale set
standing," 01
The Murray Bank Relay For Life team is currently selling 1 lb.
creage must be
bags of Azalea brand pecans at the main office, 405 S. 12th St.;
15.
north branch, 700 N. 12th St.; and Hazel branch.
McCauley
Disastei
Kiwanis Club to hold ham sale
m(NAP)pollThe Kiwanis Club is currently accepting orders for Christmas
I note that the
hams from Clifty Farms. Each half ham is a spiral cut glazed coundate for NAF
try ham weighing 5 lbs or more. Orders must be placed before Dec.
the earlier ot
6. Hams can be picked up on Dec. 13 from 4-7 p.m. at the MSU sta)ove or 15 caldium parking lot across from Cracker Barrel. To order contact
m grazing oi
Brenda Call at 753-7870 or email brendacall@mchsi.com.
crop begins.
roducers can
Christmas display to benefit Need Line
1AP and RMA
Bob and Gina Hurst will host a Christmas display of over 30
Christmas scenes with dancing lights and music from Nov. 28
I annual forage
through Jan. 2 from 5 p.m. until 12 a.m. each night. The display is
:age will not be
located at 885 Kirksey Almo Road, off of Airport Road on Hwy.
5 annual forage
464. Drive down the driveway to get the complete view of the displays. Canned good donations will be accepted for Need Line.
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WKMS to offer holiday programs
Special to the Ledger
Each year Murray State's listener-supported
educational
radio service, 91.3 WKMS,celebrates the holidays with an
annual series of special music
and storytelling programs.
Holidays Sound Good on
WKMS will begin Thanksgiving
Day and continue through New
Year's Day 2014 and will
include over 80 hours of radio
features not broadcast elsewhere
in this region.
On Thursday, Nov. 28, at 11
a.m., "Giving
Thanks: A
Celebration of Fall, Food &
Gratitude" will air. The program
will include music and stories
for Thanksgiving. Host John
Birge, joined by actress Julia
Sweeney and author Anne
Lamott, creates a thoughtful,
contemporary reflection on the

meaning of the holiday.
Our Voices" will air, including
At 1 p.m., Star Trek's Leonard heart-tugging, funny, and very
Nimoy will narrate an engaging personal stories from Murray,
program of Chanukah stories Paducah, Hopkinsville and
that shed light on the holiday's Madisonville area residents. The
customs and rituals for program will re-air Sunday.Dec.
"Chanukah in Story and Song." 1, at 9 a.m. and Thursday, Dec.
Musical selections will include 26,at 11 a.m.
Ladino songs of the Spanish
Tuesday, Dec. 3, at 7 p.m.,
Jews, Yiddish melodies of WGBH's James David Jacobs
Eastern Europe, and modern hosts a behind-the-scenes exploIsraeli tunes performed by The ration of the Boston Ballet's perWestern Wind.
formance of Tchaikovsky's The
On Friday, Nov. 29,"Ties that Nutcracker in "A Journey
Bind: A Story Corps 10th Through the Nutcracker."
Anniversary Special" will air at
On Wednesday. Dec. 4, this
11 a.m., featuring intimate sto- year's edition of Kentucky
ries and a special retrospective Educational
Television's
on the first decade of "Holidays at MSU" will air,
StoryCorps with NPR's Scott including performances by the
Simon and StoryCorps founder Murray
State
University
Dave !say.
Concert Choir, Wind Ensemble.
At 12 p.m., a WKMS original Chamber Singers and Jazz
production titled "Preserving Orchestra. The program will re-

Kappa Tour of Homes to be held
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will hold
the 33rd Annual Holiday Tour of Homes on Sunday,Dec.8,from 14 p.m. The homes of Josh Adair, Dustin and Adrianne Rogers, Jim
and Terri Pickens, and Neal and Cindy Lewis will be included on
the tour. Tickets may be purchased at Gate 28,the Murray Chamber
of Commerce,or from any Kappa member until the day of the tour,
or will be available at any of the four homes on the day of the tour.
Proceeds will benefit Merryman House, Wounded Warriors and
ALS.

Holiday schedule change announced

Photo provided

Service officers of American Legion Post 73 of Murray will not
be available to assist veterans and their families in completing
forms to file claims with the Veterans Administration on
Wednesday, Nov. 27,due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Bill Cowan
and Mark Kennedy will be available each Wednesday afternoon
from 1-4 p.m. at the Post, 310 Bee Creek Drive (off of North 4th
Street), except the week of Thanksgiving and Christmas. No
appointment is necessary and veterans are served on a first come,
first served basis. For more information call 752-3333.

Community Thanksgiving Dinner set
This year's Community Thanksgiving Dinner will be held on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, at the Murray Banquet Center,926 S.
12th St. in the Bel Air Shopping Center. A worship service will be
held at 11 a.m.,and the dinner will be from 11:30 a.m.to 1 p.m.The
public is invited to attend.

'Fill the Sleigh'to accept donations
The Calloway County Santa Project Holiday Assistance Program
will accept donations for "Fill the Sleigh" through Tuesday, Dec.
10. Items needed include new clothing of all sizes, new unwrapped
toys,gift cards and teen gifts. Items may be dropped off at Calloway
County Middle School or the Calloway County Sheriff's Office.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray,needs aluminum
cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off
any time day or night seven days a week by driving through the
driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them
in the cotton wagon.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman,296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

CPR and Lay Responder classes offered
CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through the
Calloway County Chapter. For upcoming dates and to register for a
class, visit www.redcross.org/takeaclass.

Salem Baptist Cemetery seeks donations
The Salem Baptist Church Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible
donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations
to Salem Baptist Church Cemetery Fund, c/o Charles Windsor,
trustee. 166 Honeysuckle Lane, Murray, KY 42071. Additional
trustees include Johnny Williams and Paul Straw.

Journey with Jackie Atlanta trip set
CFSB and Journey with Jackie will lead a trip to Atlanta, Ga., to
see the Gaithers, Christmas shop, and more. The trip will be
Thursday. Dec. 5, and Friday, Dec. 6. The bus will leave Thursday
at 8:30 a.m. from the Benton Banking Center and will return at 8
p.m. Friday. Seating is limited. For information call 527-4669.
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Hodous speaks at Women in Business Luncheon
Special to the Ledger
As part of Murray's first celeof
Global
bration
Entrepreneurship Week, the
County
Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce, the
Murray State University Arthur
J. Bauernfeind College of
Business, and the Regional
Business and Innovation Center
partnered to host the 2013
Women in Business Luncheon
on Thursday, Nov. 21. at the
MSU Hall of Benefactors.
The keynote speaker for the
luncheon was Kim Hodous,
CEO of The Kitchen Table.
Hodous delivered an energetic
and interactive presentation
titled "How to Quit Being Busy
and Start Being Productive" to
the group of approximately 50
women in attendance. Hodous
spoke on she importance of having a healthy attitude and
healthy body, the power of
thoughts, and the need to prioritize.
"There's a big difference
between being productive and
being busy," Hodous said.

think there are some things we
can do that really change the
structure of how our lives are —
that we can make some small
tweaks that can allow us to be
far more productive than busy."
"My real passion is speaking
to women," Hodous added. "I
see so many women just going
through the motions every day,
doing so much for everybody
else, and they're exhausted. I
am passionate abOut women
breaking that cycle and standing
up and saying, I matter."
Loretta Daniel, director of the
and
Innovation
Murray
Commercialization Center, said
Hodous had visited the region
before as a speaker for an entrepreneurial conference held by
the RBIC in Hopkinsville.
"When we were discussing
this week's events with Dr. Tim
Todd, the dean of the
of
College
Bauernfeind
Business, we decided we wanted to bring the female entrepreneurial perspective in," said
Daniel. "We wanted to bring
Kim because her message is so
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powerful for entrepreneurs, for
women,for anyone. She just has
a great story to tell."
The Women in Business
Luncheon was one component
of Murray's first Global
Entrepreneurship Week celebration, which has been celebrated
in countries across the world
since 2007, according to the
Global Entrepreneurship Week
website. Daniel said,"We wanted to bring resources and knowledge to business owners and
entrepreneurs in Murray and
just celebrate this concept of
entrepreneurship. This is the
first time we've ever done it
here in Murray and we are anticipating this being an annual
event -- that we will do something to celebrate Global
Entrepreneurship Week here in
Murray every year."

Happy Thanksgiving to everyone! Its so
nice to get together with family and friends
to share a wonderful meal and celebrate
what we are thankful for, and most of us
have a lot to be thankful for.
If you happen to eat too much don't
worry, we have Spans and Squeam to hold
it all in and smooth it all out. These really
work. It's amazing. Your waist looks 2-3
inches smaller.
Friday and Saturday we will have alfi
stixewide excluding Brighton and the food
itcmx. Speaking of food items, we have
three new: a wonderful picante sauce,chow
chow and a hot pepper relish.
We are giving away a free Vera Bradley
tote - a 142 value with a $100.00 Vera purchase. perfect for gifts on Black Friday.
Also on Saturday, buy one wristlet and get
another for a gift.
Saturday we are alsh participating in
Small Business Saturday. The card member
must register on line at ShopSmallcom.
Registration is from 11-24-13 to 11-30-13
until 11:59 p.m. The card member uses the
registered card to spend $10 or more in a
single transaction to a qualifying business
location that appears on the Small Business
Saturday map. On line transactions don't
qualify.
The card member will receive a one-time
statement credit for $10 for that transaction
from American Express.
Sapp:sung your local aniall thisinesses
helps you and the community by keeping
the revenue in your town.
New Jewelry, tops. lisette and Lysse are
here.
Congratulations to Cheryl Walker
Shepard who won this weeks giveaway of a
Vera Bradley tumbler and earrings. Be sure
logo to Facebook to -Like" and "Share or
come in the store to register.
Next weeks giveaway will be a Vera
Bradley travel mug. earrings and a key
chain.
Have a safe and happy:Thanksgiving.
Thanks to our armed forces and their
families for protecting our country.
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and fashion
report...
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YOUTH EXPLOSION: The praise and worship group from Poplar Spring and The Spring
Baptist Churches of Murray performed in the first-ever Youth Explosion on Saturday, Nov. 2.
Pictured from left are Trent Cossey, Jason Phillips, Shanda Scott and Justin Phillips, all of
Murray. Approximately 250 people attended the evening of contemporary Christian music on
the court square. The next Explosion is slated for September 2014.

air Tuesday, Dec. 24,at 12 p.m.
At 8 p.m., during "Hanukkah
Lights 2013," NPR's Susan
Stamberg and Murray Horwitz
tell stories and read memoirs
commissioned especially for the
program by acclaimed authors
including Lev Raphael, Margot
Singer and Shira Nayman.
On Thursday, Dec. 5, "The
Retro Cocktail Christmas Party
2012" will air at 7 p.m. Enjoy
two hours of tunes by Frank
Sinatra,Peggy Lee and others. A
new 2013 episode will air
Friday, Dec. 20,at 11 p.m.
To see the full schedule of special holiday programming visit
wkms.org and
click on
"Holidays Sound Good on
WKMS."
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Local schools participate in 'Building Bridges Through Dance'
Special to the Ledger
On Friday. Dec. 6, the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will be hosting two regional dance assembly
performances at Murray State University's Lovett
Auditorium.
The morning performance will include six elementary
schools from Graves County. The afternoon performance
will feature third-grade students from Murray Elementary
School performing "Little Snowflakes," East Calloway
Elementary performing "Skating;". and fourth and fifthgraders from Southwest Calloway Elementary performing
For the Winter."
All three schools have been participating in the JPDC
"Building Bridges Through Dance" program offered by the
dance company, with partial funding by Ronald McDonald
House Charities. JPDC Artistic Director Karen Balzer, and
her assistant, Laynie Mitchell, have spent five weeks in residency at the schools to prepare them for this production.
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will conclude
the assembly programs with a performance of "Holiday
Dancefest." Act II features excerpts from "Sleeping
Beauty." A public perfomiance of "Holiday Dancefest" is
scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday. Dec. 7 at l.ovett Auditorium.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Jackson Purchase Dance Company Artistic Director Karen Balzer
works with students at Southwest Calloway Elementary School in
preparation for "Holiday Dancefest" as part of the "Building Bridges
Through Dance" program.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Instructor Laynie Mitchell, left, leads third-grade students
through a portion of a dance routine Wednesday at Murray
Elementary School
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BLACK FRIDAY WEEKEND FURNITURE EVENT SALE HOURS:

*FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH.9:00-6:00
*SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 30T111.9:00-5:00
AllIston DURABLEND*
Chocolate or Salsa Rocker Recliner
With Purchase of Select
Sectional Of Sofa and
Loyeseat for $699*

Dula

Alliston DURABLEND® 2 Piece Sectional
Available in Salsa or Chocolate

Alliston DURABLEND® Sofa & Loveseat
Available in Salsa or Chocolate
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With Sleek Wood Arms
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EASY CREDIT
TERMS

BLACK FRIDAY
WEEKEND EVENT
STORE HOURS:
'FRIDAY 9:00-6.00
'SATURDAY.
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY CLOSED

Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park has
announced that auditions for the
comedy
Python
Monty
"Spamalot" will be held
Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 2
and 3, at 6 p.m. at Johnson
Theatre on the Murray State
Rusty
University campus.
Jones and Lisa Cope will be the
show's directors.
There are many roles avail-

able for older teenagers and
adults, particularly males.
Those interested in auditioning
will need to have one minute of
any song prepared. There also
will be cold readings from the
script.
Show dates are Feb. 7-23,
2014 at Playhouse in the Park.
You may call Lisa Cope at
Playhouse in the Park at 7591752 for more information.

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH,Ky. — PADUCAH. Ky. — Paducah Impros
will donate 1(X:1 percent of its
proceeds from its monthly
Studio Series to the Brookport.
III. recovery efforts following
the devastating tornadoes that
ripped through the community
Nov. 17.
Paducah Improv performs
short and long-form improvisational comedy the last Saturday
of every month. Paducah
Improv's November Studio
Series will be Saturday. Nov. 30
at The Market House Studio
Theater 120 Market House
Square next to Kirchhoff's bak-

ery. Show times are 7 p.m. and
p.m. and general admission
tickets are $5 at the door. Cash
and credit cards are accepted.
Paducah lmprov was created
with the vision to provide consistent entertainment to the
Paducah area and surrounding
region with improvisational
comedy and original sketches.
The goal of Paducah Improv is
to provide the community with
affordable entertainment, deliver a community service through
performance, production and
internships. and offer supportive
donations to local charitable
organizations whenever possible.

9

PAPA Gallery holds $10 art sale

Markdowns

188

`Spamalor auditions announced

Paducah Improv to donate Friday's
proceeds to Brookport, III. victims

TWO
DAY
SALE!

id

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Students at East Calloway Elementary School work with
Laynie Mitchell (not pictured).

FURNITURE
3/10 Mlle North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield, Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or (270)247-8620

e24 MONTHS
INTEREST FREE
•NO MONEY DOWN

We Accept-

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. — It is time once again for the annual PAPA
Gallery $10 sale. The sale will start at 10 a.m. Saturday. Dec. 7.
PAPA will have hundreds of original miniature paintings all
priced at only $10. In
past years, the gallery
has sold out by lunch
time, so come early
for the best selection.
These miniatures, 5and
by-7-inches
under, are signed and
framed originals by
local and regional
artists.
Located in the
heart of historic
the
downtown,
Paducah Area Painters
Alliance Gallery is at
124 Broadway near
the floodwall murals.
The large, well-lit
space houses our
shows that change
seasonally, keeping
the gallery fresh.
Hours are 10 a.m. to 4
Photo provided
p.m. Monday through Pictured is "Storm Coming," by Diane
Saturday, and admis- Bay.
sion is always free.
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

Trio of Racers earn All-OVC postseason honors
SENIOR WIDEOUT
POWELL NAMED TO
FIRST TEAM,
WICKS TO SECOND
From MSU Athletics

dger & Times

a students
at Murray

email: sportaemurrayledger.com

www.murrayledger.com

Three Murray State football players were honored by the Ohio Valley
when
the
Conference
league
announced its postseason awards on
Tuesday. Senior Walter Powell was
selected to the first team as a wide
receiver and a return specialist, while
senior Brandon Wicks was named to
the second team as a defensive back.

Sophomore quarterback Maikhail Miller
was selected to the
all-newcomer team.
Powell (St. Louis.
Mo.) earned first
team honors after
recording 66 catches
for 837 yards and 13
POWELL touchdowns in 10
games this season. He caught a touchdown in seven of the 10 games he
played, including four games with at
least two touchdowns.
In a victory against Missouri State,
Powell had a breakout performance by
catching 11 passes for 155 yards and a
career-best four touchdowns. His
biggest catch came on fourth down.
late in the fourth quarter, as he caught

the game-winning touchdown pass against Tennessee Tech.
Wicks (Murray, Ky.) earned secfrom Miller. It was the first three 100yard performances on the season as he ond-team honors after leading the
had eight catches for 177 yards team in tackles for the third time in his
against Tennessee Tech and 15 grabs career. Wicks led the OVC with 60
for 158 yards against Southeast solo tackles, and was tied for third
Missouri.
with 98 total stops. He also added two
Powell was also regarded as one of interceptions, three forced fumbles
the top return men in the FCS, and and a fumble recovery. He registered
thus teams chose to kick away from four double-digit tackle games.
him. When teams decided to kick his including 10 solo stops in the victory
way. he made them pay. He averaged over Jacksonville State. He saved his
11.6 yards on 16 punt returns, while best for last by ending his career with
also averaging 31.5 yards on II kick- a season-best 14 tackles in the overoff returns. He helped spark the Racer time victory over Eastern Kentucky.
comeback against Missouri State by
Miller (Fulton, Miss.) earned newreturning the second-half kickoff 98 comer honors after going 219-for-327
Powell
yards for a touchdown.
for 2,331 yards and 18 touchdowns.
returned his third career punt for a
•See FOOTBALL,8A
touchdown when he went 88 yards

EIU sweeps
Player,
Coach of the
Year awards
BRENTWOOD, Tenn.(AP) —
Eastern Illinois quarterback Jimmy
Garopolo has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference's offensive
player of the year, and his coach
Dino Sabers has won his second
111 See OVC,SA

MURRAY STATE 72,
KENNESAW STATE 66
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE 80, MURRAY STATE 62

Same song, dance
POOR FREE THROW
SHOOTING,TROUBLE
ON THE GLASS DOOMS
RACERS AT HOME
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By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor,
Steve Prohm knows what the problems
were in an 80-62 loss to Middle Tennessee
State Tuesday night.
It's the same problems that have been
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
plaguing Murray State all season.
rim against Kennesaw
the
to
drives
Kirby
Keiona
The Blue Raiders out-rebounded MSU 44- MSU's
head coach Rob
Racer
while
Sanders
Deandrea
State's
27, while the Racers also finished 15 for 26
State win.
Murray
a
in
22
scored
Kirby
on.
watches
Cross
from the charity stripe in the loss.
"At the end of the day, it's the same old
song and dance," Prohm said in his post-game
comments. "Rebounding, free throws and
fouls. Really not fouls so much tonight, just
the free throws and the rebounding."
Prohm also threw the Racers' defensive
performance up on the board of mustimproves. as MTSU finished 54 percent from
the field for the game.
"We are really struggling on the defensive
end of the floor in our rotations and our
movements," he added."We haven't struggled
like this before."
were too relaxed, we were just
By RICKY MARTIN
Middle Tennessee State (5-1) ended the
giving them easy' buckets and
Sports Editor
first half on an 11-0 run,carrying a 38-24 lead
allowing offensive rebounds.
into halftime, but the Racers responded to
didn't which we should never do.
certainly
Racers
The
open the second half.
night's game
"In the second half we
Freshman point guard Cameron Payne begin Tuesday
way
the
State
Kennesaw
picked it up. ( KSU) still ended
found Jarvis Williams on an alley-oop from with
they
but
hoped,
had
Cross
Rob
out-rebounding us. but I
up
3a
mid-court, then Dexter Fields buhed
answered back maybe better think we were just better in the
pointer to cut MSU's deficit to just eight.
second half."
After a Kermit Davis timeout, however, than he could have imagined.
Keiona Kirby banked in a
Murray State (4-2) trailed
the Blue Raiders regained control of the game
layup with 9:43 left to play to the Owls by as many as 11
— and MTSU wouldn't relinquish it again.
Fields scored 12 to lead the Racers, while break a 48-48 tie, as Murray points midway through the first
pesky
Payne and Tyler Rambo each added II. State outlasted a
half, but once the Racers setWilliams finished with 10 points and nine Kennesaw State (I-5) team 72- tled in to a new-look Kennesaw
rebounds. while Jonathan Fairell posted eight 66 at the CFSB Center.
State defense. Cross said his
points and three boards in the loss.
"At first I don't really know
was able to turn things
team
Fairell garnered plenty of looks offensive- what was going through our
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
around.
Tennessee State's ly early in the game, scoring Murray State's minds," said Kirby, who led the
Murray State's Jarvis Williams takes a jumper over Middle
"I tried to tell eeryt,ody
Racers with 22 points. "We just
scored 10 first five points.
Williams
loss.
Racer
Jacquez Rozier Tuesday night in an 80-62
•See WOMEN,8A
came out on defense and we
le See MEN,8A
points and pulled down 9 rebounds in the loss.

Racers shake off
slow start in win
over Kennesaw

PREP WRESTLING

Lakers win big 66-15 in opener
Walls said, forcing eighth grader
Johnnie Bennett into his first varsity.
action in place of 2013 heavyweight
qualifier Andrew Lee. while no
wasnerves
state
and
rust
A little bit of
n't enough to keep Calloway varsity one was available to wrestle in the
wrestling out of the win column 171 lb. weight class.
Though losing to Graves County's
Tuesday night. as the Lakers opened
Russell 5-1, Walls said he
Austin
66-15
convincing
a
with
season
the
victory over the Graves County believed Bennett played extremely
Eagles in the Day Treatment Center well — holding his own on several
pinning attempts to end the match on
Gym.
"I'm pleased. very pleased all points.
Walls said he was particularly
around," said head coach Dickie
with junior Rustin
impressed
"Our
match.
Walls following the
conditioning is in the right spot. and Burkeen's performance on the night.
we came out a little bit better than taking down Graves County's lone
2013 state qualifier Collin Feezor,
them."
pinning him in under two minutes.
key
a
out
couple
took
Injuries
"There's a lot of encouragement.
wrestlers for the regional matchup.
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

ED MARLOWE (Ledger & Times
'bolo provoded

by Diane

the referee's call for the pindown
Laker junior Rustin Burkeen looks for
Calloway County's first match
during
County
Graves
against
Tuesday night
Center.
of the season at the Day Treatment

especially from the first-year players," he said. "Guys are picking up
and executing the finer points
-We're certainly on the right
track."
Varsity Results
106 lb. - Jacob Bellah won by
Graves forfeit
113 lb. - Jack Hanes pinned Sam
Mueller in 4:47
120 lb. - Scott Ruttman won by
Graves forfeit
126 lb. - Austin Zeppas was
pinned by Chris Barham in .56
132 lb. - Nick Walls pinned Austin
Seay in 1:07
138 lb. - Logan Thomas pinned
Si See CALLOWAY,SA
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Murray Ledger & Times

•OVC...

From Page 7A
He ranked second in the OVC
in passing yards. touchdowns,
passing yards per game (222.1)
and total offense (265.0).
Miller also rushed for 429
yards and five touchdowns,
while catching a touchdown
pass. He was selected as the
OVC Newcomer of the Week
five times this season.
He began his collegiate
career by throwing and catch-

ing a touchdown pass against
Missouri. He led the Racers
down the field on the opening
possession and hit Powell for a
touchdown. He later caught a
touchdown pass from Jeremy
Harness. He finished the game
with 145 yards through the air
and 73 on the ground Miller
tossed a career-best five touchdown passes in the victory over
Missouri State. Against JSU,
Miller did his damage on the
ground as -he rushed for 134

yards and two touchdowns,
while also throwing for 109
yards and a score.
Miller saved his best performance for the finale
went 37-of-54 for.467
and two 'touchdowns in the
overtime victory over EKU.
lie also rushed for 28 yards and.
two first-half touchdowns.
The Racers finished the
2013 season with a record of 66,and a 4-4 mark in conferente
play.

Cross said not getting clean
looks from deep helped anchor
some of his players' frustrations, particularly early.
"We have to do a better job
of making sure that our team
understands that just because
somebody has played a certain
way through the first however
many games, that doesn't mean
they are going to come into our
game and play that way defensively." he said.
"We were kind of frustrated
because we couldn't get open
looks from three, but once we
settled down we made some
adjustments and we started
attacking the basket."
Taylor Porter scored 14
points, coming off the bench
for the second-straight game in
a role the freshman says she's
getting more and more corn-

fortable in.
"I think coming off the
bench. I don't have as many
nerves coming off the bench,"
she said. "I can see the floor
and I can see what I can do
with the defense, so that's
helped me a lot."
Janssen Starks also reached
double figures with 10, adding
in three assists and no
turnovers.
MSU tied the game several
times early in the second half,
but couldn't get over the hump
until Kirby's layup with just
over nine minutes to go. Cross
said he was proud of the way
his team responded, but wished
they'd been able to work things
out a little quicker.
"The one good thing about
this team, everybody can put it
on the floor and get to the rim,"

3
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From Page 7A
straight coach of the year
award.
The OVC announced the
awards Tuesday as voted on by
league coaches and sports
information directors
Tennessee State defensive
end Anthony Bass is the OVC's
defensive player of the year,
and Eastern Kentucky receiver
Devin Borders is the freshman
of the year.

•Women...
From Page 7A
before Kennesaw State got here
that they were a whole lot better than their record." he said.
"They are a very well coached
team with some talent. They
are athletic on the perimeter,
they did a great job and they
came in here with a great
gameplan.
"Tonight was the first time
all year that they've gotten out
and. pressured people. ...They
came out tonight and really got
after us early in the game and
got us out of sorts. We weren't
ready for it, for whatever reason."
The Owls did a good job
limiting Kirby's louches on the
perimeter, and KSU held the
Racers to just 14 3-point
attempts and only six in the
first half.

•Men...
From Page 7A
Prohm said Fairell's touches
came by design, but Middle
Tennessee State's defense caught
up with the Racers after a handful
of possessions.
"We knew they were going to
double the post," Prohm said.
"We put a couple of special sets
in to isolate our bigs, and if you
go back to the first couple of possessions we had some good
looks. We missed some layups,
though, and then (MTSU) kept
doubling and the double started
being a little bit more effective
against some of our other sets.

"...That's the first time that
Jarvis has faced that, that
Jonathan has faced that, so they
will get better in that situation."
The offensive execution wasn't what jumped out to Prohm
most post-game, however, nor
was the Racers youth and inexperience.
"I don't even want to talk
about youth or anything, I've got
to change," he said. "I've got to
change in a lot of areas. We just
have to keep grinding, we have to
be firm when we are facing our
purpose and vision.
"At the end of the day, when
you are getting out-rebounded by

Ill
491,

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St • 1.4urray KY • 753-3415
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Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball
Tuesday
Middle Tennessee State 80 Murray
State 62
Belmont 102, Brescla 88
Auburn 78 Tennessee State 73
East Tennessee State at Tennessee
Tech, ppd
SIU-Ectwardsville at Oregon State 9
pm
Today
Fort Valley State at Jacksonville State,
NOOfl
East Tennessee State at Tennessee
Tech. 2 p m
IPFW at Eastern Illinois 7 p m
Bethel at UT-Martin 7 pm

Ohko Valley Conference
Women's Saekettlell
Tusedey
Murray State 72 Kennesaw State 66
Lipscomb 81 Tennessee State 78
Central Arkansas 58 Jacksonville State
54
IPFV4 91. SIU-Edwardsville
Thickly
Belmont at Georgia State 11 a m
Morehead State at Cleveland State
Noon

Cross said. "Eventually we Settled down, we reversed the
ball, we executed some sets
and we started attacking the
rim.
"I think that led to Kirby, I
think it helped her really get
going there because she really
got aggressive going to the rim.
I just kept telling her,'Attack,
because they can't guard you.'"
The win over KSU Tuesday
night helped the Racers wrap
up two wins in their threegame home stand, but MSU
hits the road Saturday to face
Lipscomb.
"One of the great things
about tonight, we weren't at our
best but we did some really
also the highest scoring Racer,
From MSU Athletics
totaling 1159 on both guns.
nice things making adjustments
Junior Kelsey Emme and
for a young team," Cross said.
Freshman Katarina Bisercic
"And we were still able to tied for first place in the air rifle sophomore Tessa Howald both
competition Nov. 23-24 at the snuck into the top ten in the
come out with a win."
Gamecock Invitational. Bisercic smallbore and air rifle respectiveshot a personal best 593,the high- ly. Brune tied for eighth place
est by a Racer this season in the with a score of 576 and Howald
20, you have to change some- he said. "It's hard for us to play discipline. The Racers finished in fired a 587 air rifle to tie for ninth
thing. And we have to get a the style that I want to play right fourth place in the eight-team place. Enune rounded out her
whole lot better."
now, both offensively and defen- invitational, scoring 4625 points, score with a581 air rifle.
Freshmen Sam Harris and
just a point behind third place
The Racers'(2-4) next chance sively.
to improve comes Saturday,
"But as a head coach, I've got Memphis.Jacksonville State won Jack Berhorst had strong outings.
when MSU travels cross-country to adjust and find ways to still be the invitational scoring 4678 with Harris shot a season second-best
air rifle (580) and Berhorst comto face St. Mary's in a return of successful. 2-4 is unacceptable." TCU behind them at 4638.
bined to shoot 1144.
only
Racer
to
Bisercic
was
the
the 2012 Sears BracketBuster
Neiko Hunter and Eric
Senior Bill Harvey placed
in
the
top
five
in
capture
a
place
game.
Wortham led the Blue Raiders
either the air rifle or the smallbore himself in the top-15 in the MallBefore then Prohm said he with 17 points each.
with her score of 593. She was bore.
will take a long look at different
MSU finished 42.9 percent
Racers
defensiveoptions for the
from the floor and 4).7 percent
ly, especially at the 3-2 extended from deep. MTSU was.50 perzone MSU ran against MTSU at cent from 3-point range and bareMarquez
From Page 7A
times Tuesday...
ly shot better than the Racers at
Rustin Burkeen
182 lb.
"Maybe we need to look at the free throw line, finishing II Kaler Luker 3:10
pinned
Collin
Feezorin
1:59
145
lb.
Alan
Dickerson
that just to take time off the clock of 19.
195.1b.- Tyler Wilson pinned
Gargus
in
1:59
pinned
Mason
so we aren't on defense as long,"
"We didn't handle situations
152 lb. - Isaiah Frank pinned Zack Heath in :59
as champions need to," Prohm
220 lb.- David Clark won by
said."As a Murray State program Rob Trent in 1:47
Graves
forfeit
won
by
160
lb.
Mario
Perez
needs to."
285 lb.- Johnnie Bennett lost
Tip-off Saturday against St. Graves forfeit
171 lb. - Forfeit to Lucas to Austin Russell 1-5
Mary's is 9 p.m.

MSU RIFLE

Racers wrap
up fall at JSU

II Calloway... •

Now through
Dec. 2nd!
0% INTEREST
with approved credit and
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UP TO $2,000
IN REBATES
on 2014 Ram
Heavy Duty
Trucks
ti.

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Murray State Director of Athletics Allen Ward (left) presents a gift to the family of Howe
Crittenden in honor of the former Racer great who passed away earlier this year.
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UP TO $2,000
IN REBATES
on 2014 Dodge Avenger
UP TO $2,500 IN REBATES
on 2014 Dodge Charger
Lease a 2014 Dodge Charger for

$269 per month
for 39 months with
$2,999 down,Cash or Trade

Lease a 2014 Chrysler 200 for

GO Certificates
Locally Made Products
Wine, Wine Accessories & More

$159 per month
for 39 months with

$2,999 down,Cash or Trade
We are donating $100 for every new or pre-owned vehicle sold In November to the local family
resource center. if we sell 50for the month, we'll double It to $200 for a total of $10,000.
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PLAINTIFF

BRANCH BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
NOTICE OF SALE

ELLEN M. HALL, MICHAEL R. HALL,
WESTERN SHORES PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,
DEFENDANTS
UNKNOWN OCCUPANT, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 12, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $49,511.51, plus interest, costs, attorney fees, etc.,
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
December 5, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being Lot el Western Shores. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Being designated as Lot 1, Legacy Cove North, Western Shores, as shown on the
plat of same record in plat Book 39, Page 55, Slide 3771 in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk, in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is
hereby made for a more particular description of said lot.
Subject to covenants and restrictions for Western Shores recorded in Book 643,
page 415, amended in Book 651 page 786, in the office of the Calloway County
Clerk.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
several Deeds from the Unites States of America Thnnessee Valley Authority of
record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
Subject to TVA Restrictions which does not convey any right to construct or maintain a private water use facility. Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and re exercised in accordance with the Association Agreement
and only through the TVA permit already issued to the Group Dock Association of
subsequent such permits so issued.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyance, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals,
if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael R. Hall and Ellen M. Hall, from KY
Land Partners, LLC,a Delaware Limited Liability Company, by Deed dated
10/23/2007, recorded 12117/2007, Deed Book 725, page 240, Calloway County
Clerk's Records, and being known as Lot 01 Western Shores, Murray, KY 42071
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 14th day of November, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

VS

DEFENDANTS

MARY L. STEELY, ET AL
NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

This 14th day of November, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,

Pursuant to a judgment and order of sale and to satisfy the judgement of the
Plaintiff in the amount of approximately $47,900.73 in the above styled action,
the Special Master Commisioner, Tom Blankenship, will offer for sale on or about
the hour of 10:00 a.m., on December 12, 2013, at public auction to the highest
bidder at the Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray,
Kentucky, the following described property;
313 SOUTH 13TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071
Situated in the City of Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky
Being part of lot 27 of the E.B. Irvan Addition to the Town of Murray,
Kentucky, as shown by Plat of record in Deed Book 29, Page 3, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the Easterly property line of South 13th
Street, said beginning point being located in the Southerly direction
and 496.0 feet from the Southeast intersection of the property lines of
Vine Street and South 13th Street; thence in an Easterly direction for
a distance of 140.0 feet to a point; thence with an interior angle of 88
degrees 00 minutes, and in a Southerly direction for a distance of 500
feet to a point; thence with an interior angle of 92 degrees 00 minutes
and in a Westerly direction for a distance of 140.0 feet to a point
in the Easterly property line of South 13th Street for a distance of
500 feet to the point of beginning.(First call and last call in the above
makes an interior angle of 92 degrees 00".)
Being the same property conveyed to Mary Leslie Steely, from
Wendell Orman Matthews and spouse Donna N. Matthews, by Deed
dated 06/03/2004, recorded 06/07/2004, Deed Book 549, page 1,
Calloway County Clerk's Records, and being known as 313 S. 13th St,
Murray, KY 42071.
lernaiL The following terms are in effect unless otherwise mentioned above:
Property is to be sold for cash or in the alternative, on credit for thirty (30) days
with ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash due on the date of sale. If
sold on creclit„purchaser shall be required to executes bond with aproved surety
per ICRS 426.705, unpaid balance shall bear interest at the rate of 12% per
annum from date of sale until paid. The bond shall have the force and effect of a
judgement and shall remain a lien on the property sold as additional security for
the payment of the purchase price and all interest thereon. The Special Master
Commisioner shall approve the bond. Any deposit or sale bond shall be waived if
the Plaintiff is the successful bidder at the sale. To the-extent applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of redemption. This sale shall
be sublect to the right of redemption of the United States of America set forth in
28 U.S.0 §2410. The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem taxes
for the year 2013 and subsequent years. This sale may be canceled and any
announcements made at the sale take precedence over printed matter contained
herein. The Special Master Commisioner does not have access to the inside of the
aboved menntoned property.
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Kentucky W
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

PLAINTIFF

or objection(
directed to:

VS.
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 28,2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $51,890.97, plus interest, costs, attorney fees, etc. I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
December 5, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address
being 81 Holland Cemetery Read, Murnm KY.42071-6452. and being more particularly described as follows:
A 1.960 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky, June 1994, Plat Book 17, Page 24, located on the Holland Cemetery
Road approximately 9.2 Miles Northeast of the Intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Northeast corner of ths Glenn Come,' Property, Deed Book 178. Card 186, said
point being an existing iron pin 350 03 feet East of the centerline of Highway 94
and 30.00 feet South of the centerline of Holland Cemetery Road;
thence; South 74 deg. 29' 10' East - 266.70 feet with the South side of Holland
Cemetery road to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner of the herein described
tract of land;
thence; South 00 deg. 24' 34" East.- 314.02 feet, creating a new division line to the
John Gardner Corey Property, Deed Book 113, Page 597 to•#4 Re-bar set at the
Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence; North 83 deg. 13' 20' West- 256.18 feet, creating a new division line of the
said Caney Property to•#4 Re-bar set at the Southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
thence; North 00 deg. 46'31 West - 355.14 feet with the Glenn Coesey Property,
Deed Book 178, Card 186 to the point of beginning
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways
Being the same property conveyed to Shelia Cowley, by Quitclaim Deed, dated
August 22, 2003, and being of record in Deed Book 512, Page 1c2, in the office of
the Clerk of Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on•credit of thirty (30)days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing intermit at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes,
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 14th day of ?iovember. 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00018
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Dated this the 8th day of November, 2013

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit CourtCalloway Circuit Court
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PLAINTIFF
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA. SUCCESSOR BY
MERGER TO CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC,SUCCESSOR
BY MERGER TO CHASE MANHAITTAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION
VS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 12, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount at 245,846.78, plus interest, costs, attorney fees, etc..
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
December 5, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 cm., local time, or thereabout. the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being Lot #103 Western Shores, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Being designated as Lot 103, The Pointe, Western Shores, as shown on the plat of
same record in plat Book 39, Page 14, Slide 3730, in the office of the Calloway
County Clerk, in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby
made for a more particular description of said lot.
Subject to covenants and restrictions for Western Shores recorded in Book 643,
Page 415, amended in Book 651, Page 786,in the office of the Calloway County Clerk
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
several Deeds from the United States of America Tennessee Valley Authority of
record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
Subject to TVA Restrictions which does not convey any right to construct or maintain a private water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and re exercised in accordance with the Association Agreement
and only through the TVA permit already issued to the Group Dock Association or
subsequent such permits so issued.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Edward F. Karts. an unmarried individual,
from KY Land Partners, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, by Deed
dated 09/13/2007, recorded 10/01/2007, Deed Book 716. page 28, Calloway County
Clerk's Records, and being known as Lot 103 Western Shores Subdivision,
Murray, KY 42071. Subsequently Edward F. Karnas died 01/19/2013.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty(30)days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes,
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
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NOTICE OF SALE

MATTHEW MAMAS, KYLE KARNAS,
JENNA KARNAS, UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY,
OF MATTHEW KARNAS, UNKNOWN SPOUSE,
IF ANY, OF KYLE KARNAS, UNKNOWN SPOUSE,
IF ANY,OF JENNA ICARNAS, UNKNOWN HEIRS,
DEVISEES AND LEGATEES OF EDWARD F. KARNAS
AND THEIR SPOUSES, IF ANY, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 13-CI-00103

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00335
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00283
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NOTICE OF SALE

MARGARET M. BLIMLINE,

Resources B
DEFENDANTS

Park, Frank

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 15, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $56,627.58, plus interest, costs, attorney fees, etc., I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
December 5, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 5186 us Highway 641 South, Hazel, KY 42049, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Tract 9 consisting of 1.620 acres as shown on the plat of record in Plat Book 37,
Page 8, Slide 3524, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
Subject to any and all easements, restrictions, conditions, and legal highways of
record and/or in existence.
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Bruce Hawley Bury, an unmarried widower, to William Blimline and Margaret M. Blimline, husband and wife,
by virtue of a deed dated June 22, 2006, recorded on June 24, 2005, at Deed Book
598, Page 568, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner toil percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes,
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxee.
This 14th day of November, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00365
LENDMARK FINANCIAL SERVICES,INC.
VS

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

WILLIAM MARCUM,CALL()WAY COUNTY SHERIFF,
IN HIS CAPACITY AS PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 28, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $14,330.38, plus interest, costs, attorney fees, etc., I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
December 5, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 1018 Pottertown Road Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
TRACT I:
Lot No. 15 in Unit I of the Conrad Estates Subdivision as shown by plat which is
of record in Plat Book No 2 at Page No. 94 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The above described lot is sold and conveyed subject to all restrictions, reservations, easements, and other covenants running with the title to said real estate as
stated in and on the plat of said subdivision as recorded in Plat Book No. 2 at
page No 94 and as further amended by restrictions, reservations, easements, etc.,
affecting said subdivision as recorded in Deed Book No. 140, at page no. 6; recordings being in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court; all of which are
made a part of the instrument the same as if written herein in full.
TRACT II:
A 0.103 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of TRINITY ENGINEERING,
INC. of Murray, Kentucky on August 25, 1997, located at the northwest intersection of Pottertown Road and Greenfield Drive in Calloway County, Kentucky,
being known as Lot 14A of a Minor Subdivision Plat of Lot 14 of Conrad Heights
Subdivision, Unit I (pint Book 2, page 941, as recorded in Plat Book 23, page 53,
and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/4" rebar (found)at the original northwest corner of Lot 14, said
rebar being a common corner of Lots 49, 50, and 15 of the above described subdivision and the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
THENCE North 89 degrees 36 minutes 40 seconds East for a distance of 23.61
feet with the south line of Lot 50 to a 04 Rebar and Cap (set), said rebar and cap
being the newly created northwest corner of Lot 14B and the newly created northeast corner of the herein described tract;
THENCE South 00 degrees 15 minutes 08 seconds East for a distance of 254.41
feet with a new division line too #4 Rebar and Cap (set) in the north side of
Pottertown Road, said rebar and cap being the newly created southwest corner of
Lot 14B and the newly created southeast corner of the herein described tract;
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OUAUFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree In
Human Services,1 to 2 years of
relevant program experience, a valid
KY drivers license and sate record,
must also pass background checks.
Send resume to:
Julie Castleberry,
Vice Preident for Human Resources,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
425 Broadway, Suite 201,
Paducah, KY 42001.
Open until filled. EOE
week
Paducah. 6
Days. Realty Licensing
1/14-2/10.
Class.
Register Noon•lpm.
12-2 03908 Hinldeville
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Resources Branch, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort Office
Park, Frankfort, KY 40601. Phone: 502-564-3410.
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BRIGGS &STRATrON is seeking part-time
employees to work on the afternoon shift
(400 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.). Positions are available
on the seasonal production line and part-time
schedules will be available for 16-hour work
weeks, TuesdayfThursday; and 24-hour won(
weeks, Monday /Wednesday /Friday. Benefits
include paid holidays, productivity rewards and
employee appreciation events. A drug screen
and background check are required and
provided by the company.
Applications will be available online at
YOTNItalLM-Ci9In
Applications will remain active for 90 days
Please be sure to complete the online
application by providing previous employment
history (previous factory expenence preferred)
Come and join a company with an established
reputation of excellence.
BRIGGS 8 STRATTON
is an equal opportunity employer.

Full-time nurse needed for
pediatric practice.
Must be licensed In the state of Kentucky
and able to work a flexible schedule
Please send resume to
PO Box 1040F, Murray KY. 42071

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
Opening 0 Cagle &
Bailey Adult Health for
PAN LPN or CNA.
Must be able to work
flexible weekday hours.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040K, Murray, KY
42071
Mental
Outpatient
Counselor
Health
wanted for hire at small
private practice Must
be
independentty
licensed. Fax resume
to 761-5807
at
position
PT/FT
Murray Sewing Center
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Hay For Sale Smal
square bales.
753-1287. Orchard Gr Timothy-Clover.

Concept's Sudoku

SPRING Creek Health
Care Facility located in
Murray, KY. is seeking
Food Service Aides to
fill PAN openings. The
days and hours of wont
will vary. If you would
like to apply please visit
our website
%VWW murrayhospitatorg.
Only those with a desire
to help others with compassion and care should
apply

Immediate Full Time
Office Staff position.
Requirements:
computer knowledge;
typing skills; works
well with public.
Mail or drop off
resume to:
Scott Winkler, PT
732 Vine St.,
Murray KY 42071

*Int to Buy
'ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-363.1 ,
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars arid trucks
and junk battenes
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articies
For Sale

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Boasiey Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-728-4077.

By Dave Green
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Difficulty Level ***

Pubic San

SINGER
SALES & VAC

Pinnacle Inc is accepting resumes for skilled
carpenters, laborers.
and concrete workers
.for commercial construction projects in
Kentucky.
Western
and
Experience
References required
Must pass physical and
drug screen. Resumes
may be dropped of at
305 Poplar Street
Benton, KY, or mailed
to PO Box 352 Benton,
KY 42025-0352, or
jobs@pinnaemail
cleinc..net

Sudoku is a nurrter-piacing puzzle based on a 9x9slsal
several peen numbers Tho Wiwi a to place the numbers 1 to
9 in Me empty snares so that emit row each column and each
The ilhculty level
3x3 box contains the same number orey or
al Me Concepts Sudotto increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Responsible for coordination of
community based services for
children served by Impact program.

THENCE South 89 degrees 11 minutes 58 seconds West for a distance of 11.76
feet with the north side of Pottertown Road to a #4 Rebar and Cap (set), said
rebar and cap being the southeast corner of Lot 15 and the southwest corner of
the herein described tract;
THENCE North 02 degrees 55 minutes 05 seconds West for a distance of 254.74 feet with the east line of Lot 15 to the point of beginning.
Ibgether with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.
Being the same property conveyed to Clarence Meador by deed, dated march 1,
2007, of record in Deed Book 685, Page 107, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.[Clarence Meador died on January 14, 2008, as reflected
in the Calloway District Court Case No. 13-P-00168, and William marcum,
Calloway County Sheriff, was appointed as Public Administrator for his Estate.
Stylist and Nail Tech.
Including a 1985 Claz Ambassador Manufactured Home VINO 8711, which was
The Personal Touch
converted to real property by an Affidavit of Conversion to Real Estate recorded
on June 27, 2007, being of record in Book 701, Page 352, in the office of the Clerk
Salon.
of the Calloway County Court.
753-5042
15.
Lot
with
combined
be
to
Lot 14A is
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130)
KY
Western
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
Correctional
the Commissioner ten percent(104)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient 'surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 125 per annum
Complex - Certified
barn the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
Aide
Medication
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, needed for Mon-Fri
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
1:30pm-9:30pm.
be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
include
to
Duties
This 14th day of November, 2013.
preparing, administerRespectfully submitted.
ing, and documenting
MAX W. PARKER
medications. Must posMaster Commissioner
sess documentation of
Calloway Circuit Court
successfully
having
passed the medication
competency
aide
THE Murray Ledger &
Public Notice
exam.
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Notice is hereby given that the City of Murray,
State
Kentucky
inaccuracies do occur.
104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071 has filed an
Penitentiary -LPN 6pmusing this
Readers
and
application with the Natural Resources
7am. 3 nights per
information do so at
Environmental Protection Cabinet to expand and
week, every other
their own risk. Although
Primary
weekend.
persons and comparehabilitate a sanitary pump station and construct
duties to include mednies mentioned herein
a sanitary force main. Said project will cross one
ication administration,
are believed to be repunnamed tributary to the Clarks River just
and
assessment
utable, The Murray
upstream of the KY 121 and Clarks River crossing
response to emergenLedger & Times, nor
cies.
any of its employees
and three unnamed tributaries to the Clark's River
Please forward resume
accept any responsibiland five wetlands within one mile downstream of
CorrectCare
to
ity whatsoever for their
the
along
crossing
River
Clarks
and
121
KY
the
Integrated Health at
activities.
Kentucky West Tennessee Railway. Any comments
hr0correctcare.com or
Fax (859) 685-0901.
or objections concerning this application shall be
060
EEO
directed to: Kentucky Division of Water, Water
Hap *anted

t Book 37,
tucky.
ighways of
, an unmarad and wife,
t Deed Book

ft"

"vmad H

Make

Wednesday, November 17, 2813• 3B

1ANOME a SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $$9
G.E. Financing
908-C S 12TH

BEL7AIR
CENTER,
(270)753-5323

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELK INS
605 E South 12th

(270) 753-1713

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
310
Nouns For Rent
3/2 Brick Ranch, unfur
nished, city schools
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive, central
A/C & heat, 2-car
garage,
attached
stove, fridge, dishwasher. Will hookup,
big
new
carpets,
fenced back yard, yearly lease-5900 rent, Tel
270-978-2589,

160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175.
(270)293-4121

ALL FURNITURE
6 MATTRESSES
ON SALE!!
CARRAWAY RJRAITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 NORTH 3RD
753-1502
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
270
Mobile Homes For Si.

1997 Fleetwood 16 x
70, 2 bedroom 2 bath.
Inside remodeled. F-2
Coach Estates. $9300.
Call (270) 293-7523

3BR 2 BA Brick. New
hardwood & tile, office,
seperate dining room.
9th
St.
S
407
$1100/month + $1100
deposit. (270)559-6338
3BR, 1BA, $625 per
month. (270)978-1400
Storage Amble
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

26R, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012

Career of 121 S. a Glee**.
IOXIO's & 10:15's

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Nice 2BR. No pets
753-9866

BR 1 BA w/d $400
2BR 1BA Townhome
w/d starting at $500
Call 753-7559

(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable P.
furnished
water
$650/month, no pets
104 Park St 753-2225

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which make, it
illegal to advertise am preference. limitation or dtscnrninanon based on race, color, religion, sex. handicap, tamihal status or national Origin, or intention to make any such preference,. limitations or discrimination
Nate law,rorbid dis:rimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real tstate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
,Ae will knowingly accept any
adsertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 17031 64S-lOCIO.

0.•0•1110111,,

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsent.com or call
270-753-4109

3 Hunting & Income
Producing farms. by
owner. 31, 93, and 180
acres
. 270-556-3576.

Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professlottide
293-7872
3BR 1.5 BA,large lot
(270) 436-5927 or
(270) 978-2861
Darling 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath on 5 acres. Large
garage.
car
2
$115,000. 293-6930 or
227-3108..

Auto Pats

mounted
490
Usel Cars

300 Main St. Office
Suite & Conference rm.
$700/mo 293-7740

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

Ur*Willi I I
•
Skto
s
24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
Now Howe W
ji Control

$12

GARLANE
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store it.
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motor-home Boat Storage

270-753-2905

6daSt 7
Gallimore
ElectricalThigractors,LLC

WW W.Ig Cl I. C. NET

(270) 759-0890

irvir."N\
McCUISTON

New 2-4

Call 753-5606

AIR CONDITINED
40x50 SHOP WITH
OFFICE
Al) Wotan's paid
5800 00
mile South on 641
270-293-6430

MINI
STORAGE.

bluttal/CswisenisUleslisseal
MINN C. GallImere

14. 15,16 inch
Starting at S20

1500 Sq ft. Office
Bathroom, 2-overhead
a
doors, $375 00
month.
Call 270 293-3292 or
270 767-0250.

ONBEA

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

USED TIRES

270-753-8556
1505 Duigidd Dr.
FOR Rent 4 Car Shop
TDD I-800-545-1833
with a 14 or 16 ft. over4
Ext. 283 6
head door, bathroom,
Eoual opportunety
overhead heavy duty
hoist, great parking.
easy access, great visLarge 2BR 2 full Bath, ibility. $700.00 iironth.
walk-in closets. All Call 270-753-2905 for
appliances plus lawn more information.
service. 227-5173
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo
Hazel
plus deposit ail utilities
included
270-492-8211

Hsi Estes

5FACE
HAVLN
GI
ST

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
Efficiency
1BR
Near
Apartment,
Downtown. 1 occupant
only. No pets/smoking
$300/mo plus utilities.
Deposit required.
270-293-2843

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2011 Chevy Equinox
Steel
Moca
LT1.
Metallic. 22/32 miles
per gallon. 18,200
miles. $17,500 OBO.
753-2314 or 293-7521.

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction, New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimrno
Hernandez Tires Auto
detailing, car wash and
.
0
r
0
m
facebook com/expressautospaky
270-767-1130
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service-Licensed
and irtsured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267
ML Garage Doors.
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

ROOFING
tit !wit/

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & insured

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

DOUBLE

TAKE

LANDSCAPES
LANDSCAPES
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
• Trimming Hedges • Landscape Design
• Clean Out Existing Beds • Mulching
• Mowing & Bagging Yards
• BAGGING FALL LEAVES

OTHER SERVICES
• Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
• Debris Cleanup • Tree Damage
• Pressure Washing • Gutters

Voted Most Reasonable!
Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Need References? Got 'ern!
*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
*Gutters Cleaned
*Home Repairs
*Ones Lights installed
Gary 270-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Stone Concrete
Construction!
• Foundations • Walls
• Floors • Patios.
•Sidevraks • Driveways
• Storm Shelters
(above or below ground)
& More
20yrx Exit

ME Malan!
270-7S2-03011

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
NT* & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
733-TREE (8733)

CLASSIFIEDS
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ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
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December 7th 20130 10:00 AM
Alt AllUr41C,P1IIC!Pei) Saturday,
Farm Location: Hwy.80 Farmington, KY 42040

( larLel&-In2.

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

Zach 270-873-7700

Seniee ea all

David 270-227-1106

*Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

major brands
licensed & Imured

ALStralrdlandbklits1

(270) 489-2839

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
.1.1] lour Septic seeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

WO Do insurance Work
& masterCarci Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

11
0
001
1
C1
jilli

1270) 2934480

Over 28 Years
Experience

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown
Don f spend your ,none out
state keep I iocra''

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Greg Mansfield
111

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

DRYWALL & painting
no lob too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at 270-2930476.

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL

•1.

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
8 bath remodeling
Decks 8 Porches
Fully insured

Friday, Dec. 6tho#1041A.X.• bardaaRafir
"Asbridge Farmsff Near Kenton, Tennessee
16 Miles South Of Union City • A Short Drive Northeast Of Dyersburg
At Kenton. Take Hwy 45W South 1 Mile To The School, Proceed
West On Old Rutherford-Kenton Road 1 Mile To

ACRES
51.50 COMBINATIONS

IN TRACTS &

4

89 Old Rutherford Kenton Rd. Kenton, TN"

40111 minor el%Irearairs Ardrigy415r41/garIty taw
Jisoritescrossals_ do.cots, For' Ersoteolls
One Of The Nicest Of Auctions!!
Tractors - Excavator - Sprayer
JD 9220, SN P050143, 2164 Hours.Pr Shift, Auto Steer Ready
JO 8230 MFWD, SN P00495, 1393 Hours, Auto Steer Ready
JD 200 DLC Excavator. SN FF2000XLA0512184. 252 Hours
Patriot SPX 3200 Sprayer. 4 WO, SN JFG0006877. 856 Hrs, Auto Steer
Combine - Heads
JD 9770 STS. Bullet Rotor, SN SC130741538. 611/778 Hrs, Auto Steer Ready
JD 630F Hydra-Flex Platform. Only Used 2013 Bean Harvest, New, New New
JD 893 Poly Corn Head. SN X716328 • Green Star Systems

Planting-Tillage-Support
JD 1790 CCS Seed Delivery 16-31 Planter"Planted 2 Crops'.

J&M 375 Speed Tender • Great Plains 30' Turbo Max 3000 TM
Case IN 340 True-Tandem 32' Disc
Case IN Tiger-Mate II 32 1/2" Field Cultivator
Two-1225 Unverferth Rolling Harrow Crumblers, 33' & 35'
Namco LG-40 Landgrader 40' Land Plane And Much More....
TRUCKS -TRAILERS
Three Clean Day Cab Road Tractors • Hopper Bottoms
'04 Dodge Service Truck. 4x4 Crew Cab "Loaded"
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale- Current Bank Letters Required!

VISIT HAIMISAucTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!

Lee And His Family Are The Only Ones To Use The Equipment • No Hired Help!
Retiring After A Lifetime Of Successful Farming

270-873-9916

For Info Call Lee Ashbirdge At 731-446-7913

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day ol Sale WOO Balance Due Wilton 30 Days Make Your
inspections Pflor In Day Of Sale
S
III
111
11.1
IA

PUBLIC AUCTION

11ANIES R. CASH

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7TH AT 10:00 AM
104 MARKET STREET PARIS, TN.

Wig AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
THE SELLINc; l',1,4 CHINE

OPEN TILLABLE FARMLAND!
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT!
3 ACCESSES & ROAD FRONTAGE
ON HWY. 80 FOUR LANE!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* 10 731 Acres Tract 2* 11 625
Acres Tract 3* 12.611 Acres Tract 4* 16 517 Acres
Real Estate Sells Absolute To The Highest Bidder At 10:00 AM!
Auction Held At The Farmington Community Building
Located On Hwy. 121 In Farmington, KY 42040

Visit
kentockylake
mmodeling.com

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY DEC 1st
At Red Door Decor
1:00pm - 5:00 pm

From Mayfield: Ta*e ilvry 80 E 9 5 Miles To Farm Signs Posted!!
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KENNETH HARRIS. Brut Lr .4,ILEon
2626 Co Mi,I Rd • liepkirisyilIe K1 .::.
BEN BOLINGER Re, It, ir 'Autboilt.,r

270-247-3253""11;1111`.1411 Ii"n""111 800-380-4318

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30TH AT 10:00 AM
1501 STATE ROUTE 121 N. MURRAY, KY

Chavis Real Estate & Auction will be having an Open
House at Red Door Decor to veiw what will be
Auctioned Saturday, December 7th at 10:00am. There
is a lot of Home Decor(NEW GOOD ITEMS) Pictures,
Tables. Glassware, Jewelry, Christmas Items, and Much

This Auction is Going to be at the National Guard
Armory in MURRAY. WE WILL BE INSIDE with plenty of
seating and you can stay warm.
2004 Convertible Mustang, 2004 Town & Country Van,

Much More. If you want something for your home or to

Car Hauler, Trailer, Furniture, Glassware, Several Tools,

buy a Christmas gift for someone then Bring Pencil &

Benches, Coke Items, Cast Iron, and Much Much More.

Paper and make your Christmas list.

There is alot of items coming in.
Come prepared to spend the day.

Tn Firm Lic # 0933 auction lic # 6388
See website Chavisauction corn or AuctIonzip corn for pictures

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com
KY Lic #P2521 TN Lic # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

"

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com

Sit 1111 55

LEDGER&TIMES
100 I Whittle'I Avenue• Murray, KY

KY Lic #P2521 TN Lic 4 Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

Dan and Frankie E. McNutt Scholarship
endowment created at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Dan and hankie E. McNutt,
of Murray, Ky., donated $25,000
to establish an endowment for
the Dan and Frankie E. McNutt
Scholarship at Murray State
University. Both MSU alumni,
the McNutts have been active
members of the Murray community for many years.
"We are very pleased to establish this scholarship endowment
State
the
with
Murray
University Foundation to benefit graduates of Murray and
Calloway County high schools.
Murray State University means
a great deal to Dan and me, and
it provided us an educational
platform for successful careers.
We want to give back and assist
other students in achieving a
first-class education." Frankie
said.
Dan and Frankie both earned
B.S. degrees in business educa-

First C'onte Basis • No Phone Calls Please

See website Chavisauction.com or Auctionzip.com for pictures

tion — Dan in 1961 and Frankie consistent multi-million dollar
in 1963, when she graduated producer for more than 20 years.
"Dan and Frankie have been
magna cum laude. While at
Murray State, Dan was a mem- long-time and generous supportber of Pi Kappa Alpha and ers of Murray State University
Frankie was a member of Pi and many other Murray and
Calloway County initiatives.
Omega Pi and Kappa Delta Pi.
They have deep roots here and
years
20
first
the
worked
Dan
following his graduation in sales are among the most generous
management with several major and supportive families working
Kentucky. to better our university and comcorporations in
Tennessee. munity," noted Dr. Bob Jackson.
and
Michigan
MSU
the
of
During those years Frankie held president
and
Dan
"The
Foundation.
numerous
teaching positions in
Frankie E. McNutt Scholarship
school systems.
In 1981, the McNutts returned endowment will provide a perto Murray to help Frankie's manent legacy for them and
mother and grandmother, having their family, and the university
lost their other three parents in a is deeply grateful for their confew short months. Dan acquired tinued support."
To learn more or to apply for
his insurance license and opened
and operated McNutt Insurance. Murray State University scholFrankie received her real estate arships. visit the website at
license and became a broker www.murraystate.edu/scholarassociate, earning the CRS and ships or call the scholarship
GRI designations and being a office at 809-3225.

Completed
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Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Friday, Nov. 29, 2013:

for

This year friends, family and
loved ones play a significant
role. You love to socialize, and
you will do a lot of networking.

Review your priorities and
goals frequently in the next 12
months. You are changing. and
so will they. Make sure you are
in the swing of things. If you are
single, you will have many
opportunities to change your
status. If you are attached, relating to your significant other is
important and satisfying. Be
sure to stay on the same page.
SCORPIO, understands you a
little too well.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive'. 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You can't seem to indulge
someone enough, whether you
are participating in the Black
Friday shopping frenzy or simply
hanging back with this person.
Don't worry -- there is no question about your feelings, or his or
hers. Tonight: How about leftovers for two?
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You can do only so
much, and then you need to pull
back and observe the results.
Know that you can't always
tweak a situation to your liking.
Screen your calls, as many people could be seeking you out. Be
present in the moment. Tonight:
Hang out as long as you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You are so upbeat about
every facet of the long weekend
that you might feel like a kid who
is waiting for Santa. Do not forget to check in with a loved one.

know it, hours will have flown by.
Take advantage of Black Friday,
or at least check it out. Tonight:
Exhausted at home.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be quite busy
dispensing funds today as you
buy one great gift after another.
Try to resist playing the 'one for
you, one for me, one for Sally,
another for me" game. Schedule
a late meal with a loved one
before he or she leaves town.
Tonight: Slow.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might feel as if you
are on top of the world. Make
the most of today. Reach out to
an old friend and make plans to
get together. Each of you feeds
the others' sense of humor. Be
sensitive to a loved one's expectations. Tonight: Make it your
treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** You won't be readily available, and you might not be in the
mood to share what you are
doing with others. You will get a
lot questions or at least a subtle
inquiry or two. Let people think
what they want to think. Tonight:
Meet some friends at a favorite
spot.

Take a personal night.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You have to make an
appearance today. You will feel
better after it is done; besides,
you really don't mind meeting
this responsibility. Join a loved
one or friend in the late afternoon. Choose a favorite pastime. Tonight: Be where the
action is.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Some of you could be
making travel plans for next
month, while others might be
addressing your Christmas
cards. A call in the late afternoon
takes you away from the reverie
and into the moment. Tonight:
Check in with an older relative or
friend.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be sensitive to a partner
or friend. After all the socializing,
you will want to kick back and
relax together. Even though you
might have been under the
same roof for Thanksgiving, you
could have very different stones
to share. Tonight: Where there is
good music.

BORN TODAY
Author

Louisa

May

Alcott

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. (1832), author C.S. Lewis
(1898), actress Diane Ladd
21)
*** Make time for a special (1932)
friend; perhaps the two of you
can get a little shopping done
together. Investing in a common
experience is important in order
to keep this bond alive and well.
You'll have a hoot together and
lose all sense of time. Tonight:

Jacqueline Edgar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebi-

gar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Your presence makes all the difference to this person. Tonight:
Finally, you are able to kick back
and relax.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Understand that it could

Photo provided

Murray graduates and local community members Dan and Frankie E. McNutt donated
$25,000 to establish an endowment for the Dan and Frankie E. McNutt Scholarship at Murray
State University. The McNutts are pictured with Dr. Tim Miller, left, MSU interim president, and
Dr. Bob Jackson, right, president of the MSU Foundation.

be hard to make a family member happy. This person could be
vested in staying grumpy, and
there is little that you can do. In
fact, if you keep trying to change
his or her mood, you can be
sure that he or she will repeat
this act! Tonight: Time for you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Plans made yesterday
probably still will work. Getting
together with a special friend
over a long meal puts a smile on
both your faces. Before you

BOBBIE:
Manx & Bobtail Mix,
spayed, adult, female

HONEY:
Lab mix, adult, female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 270 759-4141
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HEALTH
Another $5,000 to the cause
Rowers by Whitney
makes second donation
to Owen Hospice House
Special to The Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare recently
received a donation from Flowers
by Whitney for $5,000 toward the
future Anna Mae Owen Residential
Hospice House.
Flowers by Whitney, Owned by
Whitney Cooper, generously gave
25% of their proceeds to the
Residential Hospice House during
their weekend event. This fundraiser, held in November, National
Hospice Month, marked their second year to contribute to the continuing efforts in raising money to
begin the building of the Hospice
House. It was supported by the
community, raising approximately
$1000 during the two days, but the
Cooper's wanted to do more.
"Flowers by Whitney is proud to
be a part of seeing the hospice house
being built. The Hospice program
has a special meaning to me. I'll
never forget what a blessing they
were to my family during the last
months of my grandmother, Billie
Carroll's life back in 1998. My
grandfather,Tommy Carroll, was an
active supporter of building the
future Hospice House before his
passing in 2011," said Whitney
Cooper, Owner of Flowers by
Whitney."By honoring their memory with this donation, it is our hope
that other families with similar situations will be helped through
Hospice as we were."
Development Vice President
Keith Travis encourages other people and businesses to also give and
says no donation is too small. He
explained that the Endowment helps
raise funds for important programs

Photo Provided
SHOWING APPRECIATION: Mary Huff, second from left, presents Melissa Ross, center,
with a plaque thanking Murray-Calloway County Hospital for their initiative in the American
Cancer Society's Cancer Prevention Study 3 in September. More than 250 participants were
enrolled for the study, which will take place over the next several year in hopes of better understanding how to prevent cancer. Pictured, from left, are Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi, Huff, Ross, Sherri
Boyd and Carol Perlow.

Photo Provided
DILLARD'S GIVES HELPING HAND TO HOSPICE HOUSE: After a two-day mobile
store setup at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the staff of Dillard's in Paducah presented the
Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare with a $3,700 donation (check pictured was written before the final count), which represents ten percent of overall sales during the event. The
donation will go to the upcoming Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House.
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(270)753-2633
For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left: Keith Travis, vice president of
Development at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Morgan
Smotherman, Tiffany Weatherly, Whitney Cooper, Lana
Leneave, all of Flowers by Whitney, and Jerry Penner, CEO
of MCCH.
and equipment for MurrayCalloway County Hospital such as
the Anna Mae Owen Residential
Hospice House. The Flowers by
Whitney Donation is of particular
importance because it is part of a
matching donation by The Murray
Bank with a $75,000 commitment.
The residential Hospice House
will provide 6-beds where terminally ill patients can end life's journey
in a comfortable home-like setting.
It will offer an important option for
people who are in need of end-oflife care and cannot,or prefer not,to
die at home, in a hospital, or in a
nursing home. Hospice Houses

offer a variety' of services to meet
the physical, emotional, psychosocial, and spiritual needs of its residents. This new facility will provide
24-hour visitation for family and
friends, and special family rooms
and facilities for rest and relaxation
or special gatherings. MurrayCalloway County Hospital accepted
its first Hospice patient on January
IS, 1981 and since that time has
served more than 1,200 patients and
families.
To give to the Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare, please
can (270) 762.1908 or (270)
762.1800. '

Lourdes team achieves 100 percent participation
Special to The Ledger
The Campaign for the Lourdes
Hospice Care Center has
received gift commitments from
every member of the Lourdes
Executive Team who have
pledged personal contributions
totaling more than $140,000
collectively.
"These 11 generous Lourdes
executives are truly leading by
example and indicating their
personal support and professional value of the importance
of the Hospice Care Center to
our healthcare ministry," said
Tara Miller, Lourdes Vice
President & Chief Philanthropy
Officer.
The 10,000 square-foot Center
will bring inpatient hospice
services into one convenient
location to enhance care and

provide a home-like atmosphere
for patients and their families.
Lourdes
Foundation
embarked on a $7 million
fundraising campaign to fully
fund the construction of the
facility and to create an endowment fund for future patient care
needs. The campaign is approximately $300,000 from achieving its total goal. Construction
of the Center is set to begin in
the spring of 2014.
To support the Lourdes
Hospice Care Center Campaign.
call (855) 522-2444 or donate
online at give.elourdes.com.
Donations by mail may be sent
to Lourdes Foundation, 1530
Lone Oak Road, Paducah, KY
42003 and designated to the
Lourdes Hospice Care Center.

Every Donation
Brings Hope.
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Lawn Care Services
Plus BONDING
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LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

67 Years of Combined Service
To This Great Community
Your Complete Insurance Agency
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Woman who left abusive ex Studies so far show statins
struggles with lingering ties offer big benefits, small risks

Teo years ago
were pictured putting the finishing
Eric Kelleher,executive director touches on one of four new disof Murray-Calloway County plays for the year's "Christmas in
Senior Citizens, was pictured the Park," set to begin Dec. 13 at
accepting a check from Rowena Murray-Calloway County Park.
Emerson
of
Kentucky
Forty years ago
Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP
Karen Crick, Pam Robertson,
for proceeds from rebate days at Cindy Ross, Loretta Jones and
Captain D's.
Steve Hutson, members of the
Nikki Key spoke to the Murray Clean Teens of Calloway County
Rotary Club to share her experi- High School, helped with a leaf
ence as a Rotary Scholar to raking project for elderly or disOxford University in England.
abled residents sponsored by the
Gary Brockway, Murray State Home Department of the Murray
University's provost and vice Woman's Club on Nov. 1.
president for academic affairs, and
Models for the Dress Revue held
Joe Pannunzio, head football at the Annual Day by the
coach at MSU, were to read their Calloway County Homemakers
favorite poems on Dec. 1 as part Clubs were Mrs. Alvin Usrey,
of MSU's Favorite Poem Project. Mrs. N.P. Cavitt, Mrs. Justine
-OtherYeaders at the event inaild--- Slory, Mrs. Ed Jennings, Mrs.
ed Mark Randall, Lauren Jones. Judith
Nall, Mrs. Martha
Bob Lochte, Priy a Ja and Felix Butterworth,
Mrs.
Lorene
Kronenberg.
Maggard, Mrs. Linda Bray, Miss
Local players named to the 2003 Erin Montgomery, Mrs. Frances
All-Western Kentucky Football Carter, Mrs. Gale Adams, Mrs.
Coaches Association Team were Betty Dumas and Mrs. Doris
Greg Ryan, Seth Barrow, Corey Gorrell.
Zirbel and Tim Nlasthay.
Sam Torres, cross country runTwenty years ago
ner at Murray State University,
Milt Kirkenmeier was pictured was named a National Collegiate
examining one of the Christmas Athletic
Association
Alltrees he grew in a five-acre plot American.
full of Scotch pines, white pines
Fifty years ago
and Virginia pines. It was the first
Nita Gay and Rita Kay Alton,
year for harvest because it takes identical twin daughters of Mr.
seven years for the trees to reach and Mrs. Herbert Alton. celebratmaturity.
ed their sixth birthdays Nov. 24.
Newly-elected officers to the
Sixty years ago
Murray Board of Realtors were
Mrs. Halene Hatcher Visher
Terry Walter, Bob Rodgers, received a substantial prize as the
Brenda Jones, Lynda Houck, woman who has contributed most
Earleene Woods. Bill Fandrich significantly to the Journal of
and Kathy Kopperud.
Geography during the past five
Kevin Russell, Kevin Hice, years.
Billy Rex Paschall and Christy
Members of the cast of the play
Scott were pictured separately "Going Places" at Murray High
with deer taken recently in School were Don Overbey, Bob
Calloway County.
Overbey, Joyce McCage, Lita
Thirty years ago
Tucker, Jane Shell, Billy Dale
Local Welcome Wagon hostess Outland. Linda Tucker, Doris
Kathryn Outland was recently Jewell. Bob Billington, A.W.
honored on her 10th anniversary Simmons Jr., Peggy Bynum,
of service to the organization.
Shirley Chiles and Jerry Roberts.
Ted Lovett and Charles Scott

DEAR ABBY: I was married
to a man who ruled my every move
After years of torture and abuse,
(finally became frightened enough
to leave. Since then I have met
a wonderful, caring, loving man
who 1 wouldn't trade for the world,
He treats me with kindness, respect
and love. He
me
makes
laugh
and
and
smile
appreciate
life. I am
allowed to be
myself and
function how
I will. I am
happier than 1
have
ever
been.
My quesBy Abigail
lion is, someBuren
Van
times I miss
my emotionally and physically abusive ex. I have no desire to BE
with him, but after all those years,
it's hard to adjust some days.
Is something wrong with me?
I would never leave my current
relationship for my ex. But these
lingering thoughts trouble me. Am
I normal? -- FOUND MY SOUL
MATE
DEAR FOUND: Yes, you are
normal.

Dear Abby

111.1000

DEAR ABBY: I had an Mappropriate relationship with a senior officer at the firm where I
work. It ended a year ago. I was
married at the time -- I am now
divorced -- and he is married.
Occasionally during the past
year, he has made advances, but
I rejected them. However, today
his advances were persistent and
almost demanding. For the first
time, I felt a little thieatened.
I don't want to cause trouble
for him, his job and certainly not
his family. But what do I do? I'd
like to think he has gotten the
message, but what if it continues? I like the guy; I'm just not
interested anymore. -- DONT
WANT TROUBLE

,e Lourdes
:r Campaign,
4 or donate
ourdes.com
may be sent
lation, 1530
'aducah, KY
ated to the
are Center.

marIcan
d Cross

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Nt,I.. 27,
the 331st day of 2013. There are
34 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 27, 1978, San Francisco Mayor George Moscone and
City Supervisor Harvey Milk, a
gay-rights 'activist, were shot to
death inside City Hall by former
supervisor Dan White.
,.„
On this dare
In 1901,. the U.S. Army War
College was established in Washington, D.C.
In 1910, the Pennsylvania Rail-
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DEAR READERS: Tomorrow
is Thanksgiving, and no Thanksgiving would be complete without the traditional prayer penned
by my dear mother
Oh, Heavenly Father,
We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We thank Thee for health and
remember the sick.
We thank Thee for friends and
remember the friendless.
We thank Thee for freedom
and remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir
us to service,
That Thy gifts to us may be
used for others.
Amen.
Have a safe and happy celebration, everyone! -- Love, ABBY
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I JUST DREAMT I WAS WADING
THROUGH A DEEP PUMPKIN PIE
SLATHERED WITH 14/NIPPED
CREAM 70 GET 70 THE
OTHER
SIDE

EVEN THOUGH I KNEW
I WAS DREAMING, —
I REALIZED HOW
CRAZY IT WAS

(SO DID YOU START DREAJAING
THAT YOU WERE EATING YOUR
WAY TO THE OTHER SIDE?
YOU
BETCHAf
ett-te

p
CO U

GI A Fi

5Ell'IOU5LY/ DO I NEED TO )
EXPLAIN WHAT THE WORD
'STUFFING' MEANS?

1
1 IE L.C10)

(

I'M BACK FROM
THE STORE, GARFIELD

7

Komaroff

You also mentioned the connection between statins and diabetes. Statin.s can raise blood sugar
levels -- potentially enough to
trigger a new diagnosis of diabetes On the other hand, doctors
frequently prescribe statins for people with diabetes. They do this
to reduce the increased risk of
heart disease associated with the
disease.
A recently published study indicated that long-term use of statins
may increase a person's risk of
developing cataracts. That study
requires confirmation from other
studies before it can be accepted. Even if it proves to be true,
you would have to weigh the risk
Of gëitihg Cataracts against the
risk of heart disease. Cataracts
that interfere with your vision can
be easily corrected by surgery.
The consequences of heart disease can be heart failure and sudden death.
Another cause for concern has
been that statins may cause memory loss. But large clinical trials
have not shown this to be the
case.
If you're still concerned, talk
to your doctor about your personal risks and benefits. And
remember that statins are only
part of the equation. Whether or
not you take a statin, don't ignore
healthy eating and regular exercise. They actually' offer you more
potent protection against heart disease than statins do.
I know some people who have
"relaxed" their attention to diet
and exercise when they start taking statins. They think taking a
pill each day protects them against
heart disease and stroke, so why
bother with diet and exercise?
That's a dangerously wrong conclusion.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical Stthool. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)
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LEAN ON
MEAT
Dear
Heloise:
Here is a
question that
we
have
thought
about
for
quite some
time. We buy
the LEANEST GROUND BEEF
when we do buy ground meat.
Usually it's 93/7 or 97/3, yet
all show white flecks in the
meat that look like ground-up
fat. How do we know that we
are truly getting very lean meat?
-- PI in Pennsylvania
You are! What you see is
ground-up pieces offal and marbling that is found inside the
meat. What you are buying is
a ratio of 97 percent lean meat
to 3 percent fat, which is considered extra lean by government regulations.
Here's a hint when you want
to buy the leanest cuts of meat:
Look for the words "round" or
"loin" in the name, such as "top
sirloin" or "ground round." -Heloise
PS.: When it's on sale or a
good buy, pick up some extra

by
Heloise

to keep in the freezer.
and recipes for using vinegar.
KEEP FRESH
To receive one, send $5 and a
Dear Heloise: When friends long, self-addressed, stamped(66
or guests are going to be vis- cents) envelope to: HeloiselVineiting. I like to serve cake with gar, P.O. Box 795001, San Antocoffee. It seems the cakes tend nio, TX 78279-5001. Add cucumto go stale rather quickly where bers to apple-cider vinegar and
the slices are cut. I now place water for 10 to 15 minutes to
a piece of wax paper or parch- create a tangy, tasty treat. Adjust
ment paper over the sliced areas the amount of vinegar to your
of the cake. As I cut each slice. task. ••-• Heloise
I keep replacing the paper to FOOD CARRIER
Dear Heloise: I use an empty
keep the cake "sealed." It really keeps the cake fresher longer. cereal box that I lay on its side
to transport baked goods. You
-- Stacy P.. Hartford, Conn.
can slide the covered dish, plate
NO SLICK
Dear Heloise: We grow okra or whatever container inside. I
in our garden every year here close the top and tape it shut.
in East Texas. When I would Even if the box slides around,
cut up the okra to fry it, or the plate inside stays covered
blanch and cool it to put in the and clean. -- Kathy M., Lewes,
freezer. I always would have slick Del.
hands and bowls. By accident. PICKLED TOMATOES
Dear Heloise: I save the jars
I found that a t/iixture of vinegar and water sprayed on my and juices from sour pickles and
hands, sink and bowls took away jalapeno peppers. When I pull
the slick from the okra. -- Josie out my tomato plants, I take
the small green tomatoes, slice
S.. Rusk, Texas
I am never surprised at the them very thin and put them
many super uses for vinegar! into the juices to make "pickIt does cut through grease, slime led" tomatoes and "hot" tomaand even okra slick! This is toes. -- Jerry in New Jersey
why I wrote my pamphlet
(c)2013 by King Features
Heloise's Fantabulous Vinegar
Hints and More,filled with hints Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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HOW CAN YOU CALL IT 'STUFFING'
IF YOU PONT COOK IT INSIDE
THE TURKEY?

DEAR DOCTOR K: Lately
I've been hearing more about the
side effects of statins. For example, I've heard that they increase
the risk of muscle problems and
diabetes. How do I know if they're
still worth the risk?
DEAR READER: I've said
this before, and I'll say it again:
No drug is 100 percent safe. That
doesn't mean
that
you
shouldn't take
one if you
need it. But
you
should
continually
weigh
the
risks and benefits. When it
comes to cholesterol-lowp'''.
ering
Stalin
By
drugs,
the
Dr. Anthony
benefits are
Komaroff
proven. But
your concerns are worth a closer look.
Statins reduce, high levels of
"bad"(LDL) cholesterol. Bad cholesterol can lead to heart attacks,
stroke and death from heart disease. Whatever your risk when
you start taking a statin, the drug
can lower it substantially.
What about the side effects?
In large clinical trials, up to one
in 10 people taking a statin reported muscle aches, pains or weakness. That doesn't necessarily mean
the statin caused the muscle symptoms, but it's worth noting.
If you feel new muscle symptoms after starting a statin, tell
your doctor. He or she may advise
you to stop taking it, wait a month
or two, and then try taking it
again. If the muscle troubles return,
your doctor can change the dose
or type of statin, or take you off
the drug.
There also is a rare side effect
in which statins trigger a rapid
and potentially life-threatening
breakdown in muscle cells. It's
rare enough that I've never seen
a patient with that problem.

Hints From Heloise
road began regularly serving New disguised as a priest.
In 1973, the Senate voted 92York's Pennsylvania Station.
'3 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as
In 1942, during World War
the French navy at Toulon scut- vice president, succeeding Spiro
tled its ships and submarines to T. Agnew, who'd resigned.
In 1999, Northern Ireland's
keep them out of the hands of
biggest party, the Ulster UnionGerman troops.
In 1953. playwright Eugene ists, cleared the way for the speedy
O'Neill died in Boston at age 65. formation of an unprecedented
In 1962, the first Boeing 727 Protestant-Catholic administration.
Ten years ago: President ish
was rolled Out at thi; company's
flew to Iraq under extiefrdinary
Renton Plant.
In 1970, Pope Paul yi, visit- secrecy and security to spend
ing the Philippines, was slightly Thanksgiving with U.S. troops and
wounded at the Manila airport by thank them for "defending the
a dagger-wielding Bolivian painter American people from danger.'
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DEAR ABBY: 1 have a great
husband who has only one quirk.
He often forgets to zip his fly.
At home, who cares? But it happens in public too often and creates an uncomfortable scene when
my friends are around.
Should I be hard on him, or
just sympathize and keep my mouth
shut? And what should I do when
it's clear that he's the only one
who doesn't know?----JUST ZIP
IT
DEAR JUST ZIP IT: Has
your husband always forgotten to
zip his fly, or is his forgetfulness
something recent? If it is recent,
and you have noticed other lapses in what should be automatic
behavior, then it is time he had
a neurological evaluation.
Because this happens with some
frequency, work out a code with
him to remind him his fly is open
-- or take him aside and quietly
point out that he needs to make
an adjustment.

Today in History
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$7 million
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1 to begin in

DEAR DON'T WANT TROUBLE: It appears "Romeo" hasn't
quite gotten the message, so its
time to make EXPLICIT your wishes in this matter. If he continues
to persist, then you will have to
report it to human resources.
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Hoopla
Passed with ease
Some tourneys
Opera cheer
Green sauce
Treated, as a squeak
Anger
Club doorman's chore
Hauler's work
Semi-circular shape
Chophouse order
Lawn material
Texas landmark
Sleuth Spade
Paper packs
Determined
Grouser's forte
Doing the Thanksgiving honors
West of films
Look forward to
Conjure up
Dagwood's dog
Romantic gift
"Auld Lang —"
Walk through water
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Verdi works
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he Murray Bank has much to be thankful for. We are proud to
I. give credit where it rightfully belongs ... with our customers and
community. We are thankful for the confidence & trust you have
placed in us.
Uor the 12th straight year, The Murray Bank has been voted
Calloway County's Favorite Bank. We humbly recognize this is no
small feat. The faith our customers and community have in us is
reflected not only by your votes but your business,as well.

We are not only herefor our customers;
we are here because ofour customers.
For our customers and community, we give thanks.

The S

Murray Bank
405 South 12th St. & 700 North 12th St.• Murray•270-753-5626
707 Main St.• Hazel, KY•270-492-8388
www.themurraybank.corn
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We are veryfortunate to live and do business in
such a great community.
Thank you to all ofourfriends,family and
neighbors in Murray and Calloway County.
Thank 41pufor your business throughout the year.

711 Main St. • Murray, KY 42071
75i1222 www.murraykyreale
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Festive Peppermint Twists
Dart Coma,Ligbi Coma,Greta or
White Candy Malts Candy
Peppermist Twisted Sticks Coady
Assorted Holiday Sprinkles, isichading
Heasley Neapareils, Confetti and
Jimmies, Red aid Greta Colored
Sagan
Line cookie sheets with parchment paper In
Disposable Dipping Container or bowl, separately melt Candy Melts candy in microwave following package instructions.
Dip peppermint sucks into melted candy;
tap stick lightly to smooth surface. Immediately add sprinkles. Set on prepared cookie
sheet; chill until set, 5 to 10 minutes.

Cheery Cereal Tree Treats
Makes about 12 treats
1/4 asp(1/2 stick) butter or
margarine
4 ape mini marshmallows
Juniper or Leaf Green Icing
Color
6 ceps crisp rice cereal
White Cookie Icing
Jumbo Rainbow Nonpareils,
Sprinkles or Sugars, as desired
Prepare 3D Silicone Tree Mold and silicone
spatula or wooden spoon with vegetable pan
Wray.
In large saucepan, melt butter. Add marshmallows; cook and stir until melted. Tint
with icing color. Remove from heat and add
cereal; mix well. Press into prepared mold.
When cool to touch, remove from mold.(If
mixture becomes hard to work with, microwave at 50 percent power for
30 to 60 seconds to soften.)
Heat Cookie Icing following label directions. Squeeze snow and garlands on trees;
add sprinkles and sugars as desired. Let dry.

Christmas Candy Swirl Cookies
Makes about 2 dozen cookies
cups all-purpose flour
teaspoom salt
cup(2 sticks) butter, softened
cups granulated sugar
egg
teaspoons vanilla extract
teaspoon almond extract
(optional)
Red and Green Sparkle Gel
Preheat oven to 350°F Lightly spray Easy
Decorate Swirl Cookie Pan with vegetable
pan spray.
In small bowl, combine flour and salt.
In large bowl, beat butter and sugar with
electric mixer at medium speed until well
blended. Beat in egg and extracts; mix well.
Add flour mixture; beat until well blended.
Press dough into pan cavities, filling 2/3 full.
Bake 10 to 12 minutes or until light brown
around edges. Cool in pan 10 minutes. Turn
pan over; lightly tap pan to remove cookies.
Cool cookies completely
Decorate cooled cookies with Sparkle Gel.
Let set, at least 30 minutes.

Festive Peppermint Twists, Cheery Cereal Tree Treats, Gingerbread House, Jolly Santa's Treat Cookies and Christmas Candy Swirl Cookies

HO,HO,
H LIDAY
TREATS 110,
Sweet Snowmen Cookies

Make the Season Simple and Sweet
FAMILY FEATURES

Sweet Snowmen Cookies

othing says home for the holidays like the smell of treats baking in the oven and
a crowded kitchen filled with loved ones. Whether making decades-old family
favorites or starting new holiday baking traditions, you can create homemade
holiday goodies in a (ginger) snap.
"The holidays are a time when families are in the kitchen at record rates to bake cookies,
build gingerbread houses and create a wide variety of sweet treats," says Nancy Slier,
vice president of consumer affairs at Wilton."The good news is, even if you only have
30 minutes to spare during this hectic time, you can make amazing desserts for gatherings
or gifting."
Try these easy treat ideas from Wilton to spread holiday cheer:
•Holiday Helpers: Invite family and friends for a cookie decorating day to help prepare gifts for upcoming events. You provide the Sparkling Sugars and Sprinkles, Peppermint Twisted Sticks and red and green icing .. everyone else provides the
creativity.
• Miracle on Your Street: Crunched for time with a party to attend? Pick up ready-toeat cookies and artfully dip them in red and green Candy Melts candy for an elegant
upgrade. No one has to know how simple it was to create a customized dessert.
•Instant Snowman: Coat peanut butter sandwich cookies in white Candy Melts candy
to create instant snowmen. Decorate with hats, scarves and, of course, carrot noses.
•It's a Wrap: Turn your homemade treats into gourmet gifts. Stock up on holidaythemed gift bags and boxes, colorful tissue paper, ribbons and tags to transform madefrom-the-heart goodies into extra special gifts.
For more holiday ideas and inspiration, visit www.wilton.com.

White, Red, Green, Black and Orange Candy Melts
Candy
Peanut butter sandwich cookies
Holiday Confetti, Holiday and Snowflake Mix Sprinkles
Cinnamon Drops
Black Sugar Pearls
Silver Pearlized Sugar
Melt white Candy Melts candy following package instructions. Place cookies on cooling grid positioned over parchment-lined cookie sheet. Spoon melted candy over top
surface of cookie; chill 510 10 minutes or until set. Turn
cookies over, candy side down, on cooling grid. Completely
cover cookies with melted candy; chill 5 to 10 minutes or
until set. Repeat, if needed, to completely cover cookie.
To decorate snowmen, melt Candy Melts candy following
package instructions as needed. Using red, green and white
candy in candy or disposable decorating bag, pipe hats, ear
muff band and scarves, adding colored sugar trim to candy
before it sets. For ball cap, cut a Candy Melt candy wafer in
half; attach with melted candy. Attach sprinkles for buttons,
ear muffs and decorative accents using dots of melted
candy. Using melted black candy and decorating bag, pipe
facial features. Using melted orange candy and decorating
bag, pipe nose.

N

Jolly Saita's Treat Cookies

Jolty Santa's Treat Cookies
Makes about 3 dozen cookies
2-3/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup(2 sticks) butter, softened
1-1/2 cups granulated sugar
1 egg
1-1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon almond extract
Red. Green and White Cookie Icing
Red and Dark Green Colored Sugars
White Sparkling or Pearlized Sugar
White Sugar Pearls
Preheat oven to 350°F.
In small bowl, combine flour, baking powder and
salt. In large bowl, beat butter and sugar with electric mixer until light and fluffy. Add egg and extracts; mix well. Add flour mixture, 1 cup at a time.
mixing after each addition. Do not chill dough. Divide dough into 2 balls.
On floured surface, roll each ball into a circle approximately 12 inches diameter and 1/8 inch thick.
Dip Cookie Hugger or "Ho-Ho" Word cookie cutters in flow before each use.
Bake cookies on ungreased cookie sheet 8 to
II minutes or until cookies are lightly browned.
Cool cookies completely.
Outline and fill-in cooled cookies with Cookie
Icing. For "Ho-Ho" cookies, sprinkle with sugars;
let set until icing is completely dry. For snowflake
cookie, add white Cookie Icing detail to dried
cookie; attach Sugar Pearls with dots of icing.

Merry Marshmallow
Sticks

Fast and Festive Christmas Cookies

White, Red, Green and
Dark Cocoa Candy Melts
candy
Large Marshmallows
Holiday Confetti, Nonpareils Ind Colored Sugars
In Disposable Dipping Container or bowl, melt Candy
Melts candy separately following package instructions. Dip
marshmallows in melted candy
and place on cooling grid positioned over parchment-lined
cookie sheet. If desired, sprinkle
with sugars and sprinkles. Chill
5 to 10 minutes or until set.
Using candy decorating bag
or disposable decorating bag,
drizzle melted candy or pipe
outlines, if desired; immediately
sprinkle with sugars or nonpareils. Attach confetti
with dots of melted candy.
Chill 2 to 3 minutei or until set
With point of sharp knife,
carefully cut through candy
on the marshmallow where
stick will be inserted. Insert
three marshmallows onto
each Colored Lollipop Stick, securing with melted candy.

Green, Red, White, Light
and Dark Cocoa Candy
Melts Candy
Assorted purchased readyto-eat cookies
Holiday Confetti, Nonpareih, Holly Mix, Colored Sugars and
Sprinkles
In Disposable Dipping Container or bowl, melt Candy
Melts candy separately following package instructions. Partially or completely dip cookies
in melted candy. Place cookies
on cooling grid positioned over
parchment-lined cookie sheet. If
desired, sprinkle with sugars
and sprinkles. Chill 5 to 10 minutes or until set.
Additional decorating ideas:
•Drizzle with melted candy
in a contrasting color. Chill
3 to 5 minutes OT until WT.
• Attach sprinkles with dots
of melted candy. Chill 3
to 5 minutes or until set.
•Pipe melted candy bows
and other decorations.
Merry Marshmallow Sticks aid Fast and Festive Christmas Cookies
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CRAFTING
13
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has crested crati projects nuparcd by underarms horn around
the acrid to in.with your loved ones For, more trafttns as
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BE INSPIRED BY
TRADITIONS
FROM AROUND
THE WORLD
Festive Poinsettia Pilots
Crafting Time Weekend protect
Gin hridesrat Iho in Merit-s loidrrn ,offinkold
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Straw wreath form
Glue gem and glee sticks
I spool 1.4isel wide organza ribbon
Paint all nuts different shades of white Let dry
Apply another coot of paint if necessary
Paint nutcrackers white Let dry Apply another coat of paint if necessary
Apply a coat of Mod Podge to nutcrackers
Sprinkle with glitter Let dry
Cut white fabric into 2-inch stnps and wrap
around wreath form until completely covered
(due in place
Glue nuts on fabric-covered wreath, starting
with walnuts and filling in with hazelnuts Let
drY
Glue nutcrackers on top of nuts Refer to
photo for placement
Glue loops of nbbon into the gaps between
nuts along bottom portion of wreath

Supplies mid Tools.

a

0

New spa per strip.
Water and flour paper mache ails
My lar helicon
Paintbrush
Mod Podge deemiptige has
Red tilts. sin-afters
Hot Rine gun and ghee stick.
Variety of floral poinsettias
Scissors
Ribbon
Candy or tots
Dip newspaper snips Into paper mache mix Remove excess mix to allow for quicker drying Place
strips over inflated Mylor balloon until surface If
completely covered Let dry Repeat process for
three layers
Paint a line of Mod Podge onto pillars
arid immediately adhere • strip of red tissue
streamer ot er glued area Repeal process until entire piñata is covered with tissue streamer Lei dry
Add a top layer of Mod Podge over tissue
streamer layer Let dry
Glue floral poinsettias onto pinata surface
Tightly overlap flowers for best coverage
Let dry
Cut ribbon to desired length for hanging Glue
ir Cut
end of each strip of ribbon to piñata
small opening in top of prom and fill with candy
or toys Make sure the pinata opening is at the top
so candy or toys don't fall out
Fill piftata with candy or toys

TI

Bavarian Nutcracker Wreath
Crafting Time Weekend protect

Oat,I. sof,

Supplies and Tools:
Acrylic paint luxurious shades of white
Paintbrushes
2 to 3 pounds walnuts with shells
Approximately- I pound hazelants with shells
Ito 5 wood nutcrackers, various sizes
Mod Podge decoupage glue
White glitter
112 card off-white fabric

•

•
•
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Scandinavian Tree Skirt
Crafting Time 3 to 5 hours
.4rricts !ruin Scandinavia are laments/Or beantifed
einimmider. Simple .staching and loll art patients
influence their vynle .4 kir The skirt shaneasing
these c alartui ,Vardit• designs tofiers a Prat look
Or vim,/Mr Fit suntrle la make UMW it requires
minima/ tongv
Supplies and Toots:
1/3 yards 72-inch aide cranbet rs felt for
skirt
Scissors
Glass or snug, 3 Inches in diameter
Provided (Inky" patterns
1,4 yard each felt for designs: OW,green,
green, red, dark maroon, gold, blurt,,, white
Embroidery floss in the same colon as felt
designs
Hand embroidery needles
Tacky glue
Three I -Inch buttons and thread
Fold cranberry felt into quarters and mark for the
center tree circle, 23 inches front corner Cut out
circle
Mark arid cut I 1:2 inch front corner for trunk
Cut through only one fold from center to edge
for opening
With skin folded in half, mark scallops I inch
from edge using mug or glass as template
Cut scallops.
Visit iani,v Joann comIreeskirttemplate to
print pattern pieces Enlarge pattern pieces
to sizes indicated Following pattern pieces,
cut each design as pictured. Layer colors Add as
many design elements as desired around skirt
edge
Embroider the felt shapes with simple
stitches running, blanket French knot, daisy.
Divide skirt into sections and lay out finished
pieces as desired
Glue in place Let dry
Overlagt.back edge 3 inches C to three I .taish
buttonholes and sew on buttons
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Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Contact Number & Entry

M
Rotary Club Christmas Parade,do Donna Poston
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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105 North 6th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Million Dollar Quartet
January 13-14,2014

Sid the Science Kid
January 27. 2014

On Sale Now
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Ken Davis
February 9. 2014
ot s„,.

Erth's Dinosaur Petting Zoo
March 7,2014

The Screwtape Letters
March 8,2014

On Sale January 20th
Sponsored by C Plant Federal Credit

BRI
'TON
The Miracle Worker
Marchl 18,2014
On Sale f einthg.
sows

Rock of Ages
March 25-26,2014

Bring It On
April 9-10. 2014

On Sale January 27th
Srorc,,Pd tw Four Riters Harley-a-w:1,,op
WEA

DAVID
PHELPS

WINE fASEINk;

THE DATE

Tom

CLASSIC

Tbii Nat

The Addams Family
May 8-9. 2014

David Phelps
May 11,2014
On Sale Now
Sponsored by Byrn Funeral Home.
'?gd-Continent University, Superior Care'

Save the Date
Wine Tasting & Auction
May 15. 2014
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